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Abstract 

The capability of intemal node probing is becoming increasingly important in the field 

of microelectronics. Both digital and analog circuits are becoming increasingly dense as 

many different devices are interacting with each other on a mutual die. In these circuits, 

network ports are not available therefore an interna1 node probing technique must be 

employed. The ided intemal node probing instrument must be non-invasive, have high 

spatial resolution, a large dynamic range and have easy sample preparation. 

In this research, a novel probing scheme will be introduced that employs scanning 

force probing techniques. The technique involves placing a small rnicromachined probe in 

close proximity to a measurement conductor. A voltage is driven onto the probe which 

causes a non-linear electrostatic force between the probe and measurement conductor. 

The applied force will cause the probe to deflect which can be measured to infer informa- 

tion about the signal of interest. In this research, the technique will be adapted for vector 

voltage measurement of RFICs, 

Hardware and software implementations using I/Q modulation will be introduced to 

facilitate amplitude and phase measurement. Measurernents will be made on several prac- 

tical circuits which include: a Texas Instruments LNA, a GaAs single stage amplifier, a 

Norte1 provided phase shifier and a wideband amplifier, The instrument's measurement 

capability will be demonstrated from 1 to 16 GHz. Higher frequency memement  tech- 

niques such as fiequency upconversion will be explored and demonstrated at 16 GHz. 
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Chapter I:  Introduction 

Chapter 1: Introduction 

1.1 Interna2 Node Test 

PresentIy in the field microelectronics, it is becoming increasing important to have the 

capability to perform interna1 node test- This capability is required to determine the origin 

of fdure  in both digital and microwave integrated circuits. Presently in RFIC (Radio Fre- 

quency Integrated Circuits) technoIogy it is critical to be able to perform amplitude and 

phase mewements at an intemal node basis. This is becoming increasingly important as 

we strîve for full system on chip (SOC) where multiple devices like amplifiers, filters and 

mixers are interacting with each other on the same die. 

Fig. 1.1: Intemal node test 

A probing instrument must have both high spatial and temporal resolution, be non- 

invasive (small loading effect), have easy sample preparation and capability of arbitrary 

node probing without the need for predefhed test points. This research will introduce a 

novel RFIC probing technique which satisfies the mentioned criteria. 



Chapter 1: Introduction 

This research will commence with some discussion on existing probing techniques 

like contact probing, electro-optic, E-beam and photoconductive. The EFM (Electrostatic 

Force Microscopy) technique will be introduced dong with a discussion of the key fea- 

tures of this kind of probing. Measurement results at 1 and 1.9 GHz on a variety of MMIC 

circuits will be presented and compared to simulation and known specifications. 

The next chapter will discuss the implementation of the EFM instrument using VQ 

modulation. This involves the development of the hardware and software to implement 

the VQ modulation technique to achieve a completely automated amplitude and phase 

measurement system. The subsequent chapter wili employ V Q  modulation to probe vari- 

ous circuits at 10 GHz. This will include a Norte1 provided phase shifter, wideband ampli- 

fier and transmission line measurernents inclucling travelling and standing wave 

characterization. 

The next few chapters will deal with the concept of spatial resolution and invasiveness 

in the context of EFM. These chapters wili provide some simulation and measruernent 

results to assess the invasiveness of the instrument. An attempt will also be made to 

understand and quanti@ the spatial resolution through experimentation. The next chapter 

will include vector voltage measurements at 16 GHz on a miniature 50 Ohm coplanar 

waveguide structure and distributed amplifier using L/Q modulation. The last chapter will 

discuss a eequency upconversion method for measuring higher fkequency signals using 

existing lower ftequency hardware. This method will be proven at 16 GHz through mea- 

surement of a 50 Ohm coplanar waveguide structure. 
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Chapter 2: IC Probing Techniques 

2.1 Introduction to IC M i n g  

There are many different types of probing techniques which exist in the field of micro- 

electronics. The most common type of probe is the basic contact probe. This includes Iow 

impedance probes designed for 50 Ohm rneasurements EL], medium impedance like resis- 

tive divider and high impedance probes. These probes require direct electrical contact 

between the measurement conductor and probe which is a disadvantage since they require 

unpassivated test points. These probes are o h  limited in both invasiveness, especially at 

high fkquency and accessibility to intemal nodes of the circuit. These problems introduce 

more exotic types of probing schemes which include Electron Beam [2], Electro-optic 

[3], Photoconductive [4] and, more recently Scanning Force Probing [5]. These new tech- 

niques are al l  based on repetitive sampling. This enables them to measure very high fie- 

quency interna1 node signals (GHz range) but cannot capture single events. In this 

chapter, aIl of the mentioned probing techniques will be summarized with a discussion on 

advantages and disadvantages. An assessment of each probing instrument will be done in 

t m s  of spatial resolution, bandwidth, invasiveness, and ease of implementation. 

2.2 Contact Probes 

The most common type of probe is the contact probe. These probes involve making 

direct contact with a measurement conductor using a small probing needle. The disadvan- 

tage of these probes is that they require unpassivated test points. Contact probing is often 

organized into the following categories: low impedance, medium impedance, and high 

impedance, 
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2.2. 1 Low Impedance Probes 

Low impedance probes typically have the highest bandwidth over any other type of 

probe. The unfortunate draw back is that these probes present a very large load to the cir- 

cuit. This fact restricts their use to network ports of RFICs where low impedance loads 

and sources are expected. For most microwave applications, these probes are ofien imped- 

ance controlled at a system impedance of 50 Ohms. The basic structure of this probe is 

shown in Fig. 2.1. 

50 Ohm Load 
50 Ohm Cable 7 

50 Ohm Probe 

I OsciCloscope or 
Network Anaiyzer 

Fig. 2.1: 50 Ohm matched impedance probe 

The probe rnakes contact with the measurement conductor and is connected to a 50 

Ohm cable terminated in a matched load of a high fiequency oscilloscope, network or 

spectrum analyzer. The 50 Ohm probe can be implemented using various techniques. 

The first utilizes a sharpened center conductor of a coaxial cable. The second uses a short 

probe needle which contacts the surface[6]. These probes are ofien limited by the induc- 

tance presented by the protniding center conductor (coaxial method) and the needle. Of 

course these methods will fail when the length of the protmding conductor approaches a 

sigdicant fiaction of a wavelength[6]. Another implementation uses a srnail50 Ohm 3 

fmger CPW probe which makes contact with the circuit[7]. This allows for a 50 Ohm 
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impedance characteristic directly to the tip of the probe. Proper layout of the RFIC wiU 

provide a ground-signal-ground configuration to facilitate placement of the CPW probe. 

These probes are very commonly used in on-wafer probe stations where RFICs can be 

characterized through network measurements. Using proper network analyzer cdibration, 

scattering parameters can be measured with reference planes directly at the input and out- 

put pads. However, as mentioned before these probes present a 50 Ohm load which makes 

them too invasive for interna1 node test. 

2.2.2 Medium Impedance Probes 

Medium impedance probes typically exhibit smailer loading effects and have loading 

impedances in the KR The most popular example is the resistive divider probe. These 

probes are not as invasive as the matched impedance probe which makes them more suited 

for intenial node probing. The resistive divider is quite easy to constmct consisting of a 

larger series resistance connected to a transmission line terminated in it's characteristic 

impedance as shown in Fig. 2.2. In this technique there is a tradeoff between loading and 

SNiZ(Signa1 to Noise Ratio). 

Zo = 50 Ohms 

Fig. 2.2 : Resistive divider probe 

Ohms 

The bandwidth of this probe is typically Iimited by the inductance in the ground wire. 
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There is also a reducîion in noise performance due to lossy elements in the probe. 

2.2.3 High impedance Robes 

The last class of contact probe is the hi& impedance probe. This class of probe can be 

separated into two classes: active and passive. In a passive probe, the needle is connected 

through a large series resistor in parallel with a compensating capacitor which drives a 

high impedance transmission line into the high impedance load of a high impedance oscil- 

loscope as shown in Fig. 2.3 

Cl Oscilloscope 
T-Line (Z,) , - - - - - 1 

Fig. 23: Passive high impedance probe 

The channel of a high impedance oscilloscope is typically modelled as a parallel resis- 

tor and capacitor. A typical 100 MHz Tektronics oscilloscope may have a resistance of 1 

MS2 and an input capacitance of 20 pF. To decrease the loading effect, a series resis- 

tor(R1) is placed after the probe tip which is chosen by the divide ratio. A parallel capaci- 

tor(C1) is introduced to compensate for the RC tirne constant of the oscilloscope to 

achieve higher bandwidth. By choosing an appropnate compensating capacitance (Cl), a 

Bat fiequency response can be achieved, UnfortunateIy this ideal fkquency response is 

Iimited by when the length of the cable becomes a major fiaction of a wavelength which 

can ïntroduce resonances. The cable is usually too long to be of any use for measuring R F  
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signals in the GHz range. A typicd bandwidth of this probe is 100-500 MHz. This probe 

is also quite invasive due to the large input capacitance which is usually in the picofarad 

range for most realtime oscilloscopes. 

The problem of cable length cm be rectifiecl by introducing the active high impedance 

probe. This type of probe utilizes an active buffer to separate the loading effects of the 

cable and the oscilloscope with the circuit as shown in Fig. 2.4. Often in these probes, an 

input transistor is placed directly on the tip of the probe to create a less fkequency sensi- 

tive high irnpedançe plane at the probe tip. Commercial probe vendors Iike PicoProbe uti- 

lize this type of approach[7]. 

Active Buffer 7 

Repetitive Sampling Oscilloscope 

Fig. 2.4: Active high impedancepmbe 

This type of probe is usefül because it enables the use of high frequency oscilloscopes 

which typically have 50 Ohm input channels that are noxmally too invasive for intemal 

node probing. The buffer presents a high impedance load to the circuit and drives the 

measured signal into a 50 Ohm load. The bandwidth of these probes are typicdy limited 

by the bandwidth of the buffer. The invasiveness is determined by the amount of gate 

capacitance of the FET and surrounding parasitics of the needle. A typical loading capac- 

itance would be 100 fF and as srnail as 40 fF as in the case of the 1 GHz picoprobe[7], 
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which makes it suitable for high fkequency intemal node probing. Ground wire inductance 

has minimal effect since the capacitive reactance of the buffer is usually quite hi&. Com- 

mercial active probes have reported bandwidths up to 3 G%[7]. These probes are useful 

for rneasuring most digital signals up to 1 Gbit/s, but for microwave applications this is not 

enough bandwidth, especially for millimeter wave mea~u~ements. 

2.3 Repetitive Sampling Technique 

As the fiequency of the signal inmeases, the processing electronics in an oscilloscope 

are not fast enough to track the signal. These signals cannot be rneasu~ed in real t h e  due 

to the bandwidth restrictions of the electronics. This obstacle c m  be alleviated by using 

the repetitive sampling technique. This involves sampling some voltage signal using a 

train of narrow sampling pulses (A(t)). The synthesis of the pulse will Vary on the type of 

probing instrument. There are two common me&ods of impiernenting this technique. 

The first includes sampling a signal with a low frequency modulated pulse train with the 

same fundamental frequency as the signal waveform and the second uses a sampling pulse 

train with a fundamental frequency slightly different than that of the signal waveform. The 

k t  technique is demonstrateci in Fig. 2.5. 

6 = Pulse Width 

Fig. 2.5 : Repetitive sampling technique #I 
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The sampled signal represents a downconverted version of the original circuit signal. 

Using a high Q bandpass filter st the low frequency (fr) and amplitude detector will pro- 

duce a sigoal which is proportional to the circuit voltage at t h e  7. The entire waveform 

can be reconstmcted by shifting the pdse train over the entire period of the circuit wave- 

form- This technique uses software techniques to sfiift the pulse train after each measure- 

ment point, 

The second technique involves using a sampling pulse train which has a slightly 

smaller fundamental frequency as the circuit waveform. The implementation of this 

method is shown below in Fig. 2.6. 

fo = fcîrcuit -  IF 
6 = Pulse Width 

Fig. 2.6: Repetitive sampling technique #2 

f IF v O ( t ) = b c G  t )  

In this technique, al1 fourier coefficients of the circuit signal are downconverted down 

LOW Pass 
Filter 

to the IF frequency. A low pass filtering operation will result in a signal which is essen- 

L circuit 

tiaily a t h e  stretched version of the original signal with a fundamental ftequency of fE 

Oscilloscope 
Tngger on IF * 

Mt) 

This low fiequency signal can be m e m e d  easily usùig a real time oscilloscope triggering 

on the IE: signal. 
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The most commonly used method is technique #2. In a l l  repetitive sampling tech- 

niques the bandwidth is dehed by the width of the pulse (6)- Repetitive sampling is the 

means to extend the bandwidth of most commerçid oscilloscopes up to 50 GHz. 

The next sections will discuss some probing schemes which employ this technique. 

Several examples are: photoconductive, electro-optic and electron beam probing. 

2.4 Electro-Optic Probing 

Electro-optic probing involves exploiting the bifigence propeaies of various materi- 

als to measure electric fields and infer information about the voltages under consideration. 

A birehgent material is one which exhiiits changes in index of rehction as a h c t i o n  

of electric field. There are two possible mechanisms: Pockel's effect which exploits the 

proportionality with electric field and the Kerr effect which is related by the square of the 

field. In the presence of an electric field, the index of reeaction along one axis will change 

leaving the other the same. Imagine that the index of refiaction along two perpendicular 

axis in a crystal is different. If we have a light wave polarized at 4S0, the relative phase of 

the x and y components would change due to differing propagation velocities. This eEect 

will result in a shift in polarization of the incident light as shown in Fig. 2.7. 

Fig. 2.7: Polarkation shz@ in presence of electric field 
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For small fields, the polarization shift is approximately linear with Electric Field. This 

principle can be exploitai using two diBiirent techniques. The first uses the electro-optic 

properties of the circuit substrate to probe fields under the conductor while the other uti- 

lizes a small electro-optic crystal which measures f i g i n g  fields above the target conduc- 

tor[8]. 

Incident Light 
\ R e m e d  Light 

F ig. 2.8: (a) Pmbing using elec fro-op tic substrate (3) Probing using electm-optic crystal 

The first technique is usefùl if the circuit under test has an electro-optic substrate Wre 

GaAs. Unfortunately for most integrated circuits, especially digital, silicon is the semicon- 

ductor of choice. Silicon by nature does not exhibit any electro-optic properties which 

means that option (b) of Fig. 2.8 must be employed. This involves using a small piece of 

electro-optic crystal which is moved in close proximity to the measurernent conductor. 

This configuration will only measure the f ig ing  field which is a disadvantage since most 

of the field is localized under the conductor as in a microstrip configuration. This tech- 

nique operates better on differential and CPW transmission lines where there is ample 

field present above the conductor. 

A typical electro-optic probing instrument is shown in Fig. 2.9[8]. 
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Incident Ligirt 

Fig. 2.9: Eleciro-optic pmbing instrument 

In a real time system, the incident light would be a continuous beam with the photode- 

iector output connected to a real time oscilloscope. In the repetitive sampling mode the 

incident light would be a periodic pulse train and the photodector would be connected to a 

low pass filter and an oscilloscope or lockin amplifier. 

The bandwidth of this instrument like any 0 t h  kind of repetitive sampling technique 

is defined by the width of the optical pulse. Laser diodes with 10's of ps pulse widths are 

available on the market which provides bandwidth in the GHz range while more expensive 

die lasers can achieve pulse widths in the femptosecond range which provides Terahertz of 

bandwidth[8]. Spatial resolution is determined by both the size of the electro-optic crystal 

and the spot sue of the laser beam. A spatial resolution of 2 p n  (spot size) has been 

reported[8]. Unfortunately this technique requires complex calibration to achieve absolute 

voltage measmement since field distriiutions are strongly dependent on conductor geome- 

W. 
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2.5 Electron Beam Probing 

Electron Beam probing operates on a very similar premise to the electro-optic but 

rather than using a mal1 optical pulse, we use a small electron pulse. This technique oper- 

ates on the principle that the electron energy is proportional to the voItage at that moment 

in t h e .  If we bombard a conductor with electrons of hown kinetic energy, it will eject 

seconhy electrons f?om the metal only Ïfthe energy of the incident electrons exceeds the 

work fiinction of the metal. The secondary electrons will have varying kinetic energies 

depending on the voltage levels at the ejection time. Monitoring the energy of the second- 

ary electrons will allow for the determination of the desïred voltage signal as indicated in 

Fig. 2.10[9]. 

Fig. 2.10: Energy representation of electon emission 

The incident electrons are typically accelerated to about 1 KeV[9]. Exceeding this 

energy cm result in damage and charging effects on the measurement conductor. The E- 

Beam measurement scheme is shown in Fig. 2. l 1. 
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n 
Electron Source 

\ I 

Lens 
----- 

- A -  

Fig. 2.1 1 : E-Beam implementation 

An electron beam is passed through a blanking capacitor which is used to provide the 

narrow electron pulses for the repetitive sampling technique. The pulsed beam is passed 

through a lens which focusses the beam onto the interconnect. The secondary electrons 

are collected using a grid potential spectrometer which measures their energy. This output 

signal varies linearily with the measured voltage on the intercomect he[lO]. 

The bandwidth of the E-beam instrument like dl other repetitive sampling techniques 

is defined by the width of the electron pulse. This depends highly on the speed of the 

blanking capacitor. An E-beam has a typicd bandwidth of about 2-3 GHz[l 11. Spatial 

resolution is defined by the spot size of the electron beam. Spot sizes for an incident 

energy of 1 KeV have been reported to be around 1 pn[ll]. Resolution can be improved 

by increasing the energy which c m  be described using the DeBroglie wavelength relation 
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Typically the electron energy does not exceed 1 KeV to ensure the interconnect does 

not become damaged. E-Beam is a very expensive probing solution which requires the 

use of a vacuum, large voltages and cornplex calibration. 

2.6 Photoconductive Sampfing 

Another popular hi& fiequency probing technique involves photoconductive sam- 

pling. This technique employs srnall semiconductor switches that c m  be tumed on and off 

very rapidly. The switch can be controlled using a pulsed laser source. A typical photo- 

conductive switch structure would be 30x30 pm interdigital gate fabricated on a low tem- 

perature grown GaAs[l2]. The optical excitation WU change the semi-conductor 

resistance fiom a few 10's of Ohms to several lO0's of MOhms[l2]. This switch c m  be 

integrated onto a contact probe to implement direct repetitive sampling as shown in Fig. 

Pulsed Laser Source n 
output II: 

LPF 

Fig. 2.12 : Photoconductive sampling contact probe 

The photoconductive probe uses a pulse train of optical pulses to gate the photocon- 

ductive switch which produces a down-converted IF signal that is recovered using a low 

pass filter. The resulting IF signal can be viewed using an oscilloscope, spectrum analyzer 
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Similar to aLl repetitive sampling techniques, the bandwidth is dehed by the length of 

time the switch remains on. A 3.5 ps thne response has been reported which provides a 

bandwidth over 100 GHz[l3]. A typical photoconductive probe has a 7 p wide tip which 

provides less than 10 p of spatial resolution(12]. LnMsiveness of the instrument is quite 

low since the "off' resistance of the switch is around 100 MOhms. Unfortunately, the 

capacitance associated with the switch and the probe tip could feasibly be around 100 fF 

making it quite invasive for millimeter wave measurements. Simila. to contact probes, this 

technique requires unpassivated test points which is a definite disadvantage. 
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Chapfer 3: Scanning Force Probing 

3.1 Scanning Probe Microscopy 

Scanning Probe Microscopy is becoming a popular area of research wiih diverse appli- 

cations. A SPM (scanning probe microscopy) instrument makes use of a small microma- 

chined cantilever designed to vibrate. The meaSuTernent process involves measuring the 

deflection of these small probes. The probe can be raster scanned dong the d a c e  of a 

material to infer topographical information such as in AFM(Atomic Force Microscopy). 

A SPM probe can have a typical radius of curvature of 20 nm which makes it ideal for 

resolving features in the nanometer range[l4]. There are 0 t h  applications which use the 

probe in a non-contact fashion like in s c a ~ i n g  force probing. Several examples are MFM 

(Magnetic Force Microscopy) and EFM(E1ectrostatic Force mi croscopy). These tech- 

niques rneasure the force by observing the mechanical vibration of the cantilever. 

3.2 Micrornachined Cantilevers 

Scanning force probing techniques make use of small micromachined cantilever 

probes. These probes are typically very small mechanical structures resembling a diving 

board or pyramid that are designed to viirate. These probes can have lengths of 350 pm 

with a 20 nm radius tip. These smctures are comrnonly built using either silicon or siü- 

con nitride. In EFM, we use cantilevers which are coated in tungsten for c o n d u ~ t i v i ~  It 

is necessary to have conductive probes since voltages must be applied to the probe tip 

while in AFM it is not necessary. A SEM image of a typical silicon cantilever is shown in 

Fig. 3.1. In this structure the beam length is approximately 350 pm with a conical tip 

length of 10 p. 
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Fig. 3.1: Silicon cantilever with conical tip[ 1 51 

3.3 Mechanical Frequency Response 

These mechanical structures behave very sùnilar to that of a mass on a spring. Canti- 

lever data sheets often speci@ spring constant and resonant fiequency as typical parame- 

ters. The resonant kequency and s p ~ g  constant can be calculated fiom equations 3.1 and 

3 -2 where E represents the modulus of elasticity, 1 is the moment of inertia, l being the 

length of the beam and m is the mass of the cantilever beam. The resonant fiequency for- 

mula is simila. to that of a point mass on a spring, but it also accounts for the non-zero 

mass of the cantilever bearn[16]. 

k = 

For the rnicromachined silicon cantilevers used in this research, typical 

(3 -2) 

numbers for 

spring constant and resonant fiequency are 0.05 N/m and 13 KHz. Small spring constant 

cantilevers are always desirable for EFM since they provide more deflection per unit force 

and hence more signal. 
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In scannùig force applications, the mechanical fiequency response becornes a very 

important issue. When a time varying force is applied to the beam, it is necessary to deter- 

mine the time v-g defiection characteristic. Since the equation of motion is lùiear, we 

can treat this mechanical system as being linear time-invariant. The resonant behavior of 

the probe suggests the use of an underdamped second order system mode1 where F(t) is 

the force, z(t) is the resulting deflection and H(s) is the û-ansfer fûnction as shown in Fig. 

Fig. 3.2: Mechanical system tmnsferfùnction 

The resonant peak depends on the mechanical Q-factor of the probe. Ln a standard 

probing environment the Q may Vary fiom 10-30 while in a vacuum the Q can approach 

several thousands. The fiequency response can be easily measured by observing the 

mechanical noise spectnim on a s p e c t m  analyzer. The involves comecting the deflection 

sensor output to a low fiequency spectnim analyzer. This is assuming that the input noise 

force has a flat spectrurn within the mechanical bandwidth of the probe. Fig. 3.3 demon- 

strates the noise spectnim around the resonant fiequency of 12.3 KHz for the NT-MDT 

CSCSlZ/W2C silicon cantilever used in this research(l=350 pn, w=35 pm and H . 2  

p) [ 151. The measured Q is approximately 30 in this situation. 
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5 1 O 15 20 
fO(Hz) 

Fig. 3.3: Measured mechancal noise spectrum 

Considering the mechanical fiequency response of the probe, we are limited to a band- 

width of approximately 13 KHz. This makes it possible to measure low frequency sig- 

nals(f< 13 KHz) but it is not usefûl for high fiequency signals. Later on in thïs research 

we will see techniques that ailow for measurement of high fiequency signals. 

3.4 Depecton Sensors 

The second fundamental element of any scanning force probe is the deflection sensor. 

This sensor must have enough sensitivity to measure nanometer size deflections to be of 

any use in scanning force probes. The most common sensor types are: Fiber infaorneter, 

scanning tumehg microscope and laser beam bounce technique. 

3.4.1 Fiber Infrometer Technique 

This technique utiIizes a fiber optic cable which is held in close proximity to the beam. 

As the cantilever bends, a combination of destructive and constructive interference occurs 

between the reflected beams at the air-dielectric and the air-cantilever interface that pro- 
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vides a signal approximately proportional to deflection on a small signal scale[l4]. The 

fiber inferorneter setup is shown in Fig. 3.4. 

Laser Source 

Matched Load 

"2- Probe Be- 

Fig. 3.4: Fiber infemmeter defiction sensor 

The ratio of reflected and incident power is shown in Fig. 3.5 and by eqn. 3.4. The 

reflectivïty at each interface is given as rl and r2. 

Air 
4 L L  

r2 Power variation # depezhïghly 0119 

D 

Fig. 3.5: Reflection characteristic as a fùnction ofprobe deflection 
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The air interface acts as an impedance transformer that oscillates between maxima and 

minimum every quarter wavelength similar to a piece of transmission line. Unfortunately 

in EFM applications the cantilever must be coated with a conductive material that has hi& 

reflectivity (r2 = 1) which drastically reduces the semitivity of this sensor. 

3.4.2 Tunnelling ECectron Sensor 

In the past, tunnelhg electron sensors were utilized to measure mechanical deflec- 

tionsr 141. This was done b y placing a small wire in very close proximity to the cantilever. 

A dc bias voltage is applied which causes electrons to tunnel through the air. The tunnel- 

ling current follows an exponentid variation with distance making this method very sensi- 

tive to angstrom sized displacements. This technique is not very practical since the wire 

must be several IO'S of angstroms away fkom the cantilever beam which runs the risk of 

making contact since we expect nanometer scale deflectiom in EFM. 

3.4.3 Laser Beam Bounce Method 

The laser beam bounce method is probably the most commonly used deflection sensor 

in any scanning force application. It is not as sensitive compared to the fiber inferorneter 

but it is both the simpIest and least expensive solution. The beam bounce method is shown 

in Fig. 3.6[17]. 
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* Position sensitive 
detector 

Fig. 3.6: Laser beam bounce rnethod 

This technique involves focusing a laser onto the beam of the cantilever where the 

reflected beam is collected by a split photodetector. The photodetector has two outputs 

representing either hale which run through processing electronics that generates a sum, X 

and difference signal, A- As the probe cantilever moves, the angle of the reflected beam 

changes resulting in a difference signal approximately proportional to displacement for 

mal1 deflections[l4]. 

For a force applied at the tip of the probekL), the deflection characteristic of the can- 

tilever beam is given b y 

The difference signal fkom the deflection sensor measures the deviation angle with the 

normal of the beam. For srna11 deflections we can approximate the angle using 
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Substituting the spring constant formula (eqn. 3.1) into the above equation provides us 

with an expression in terms of deflection 

The movement of the laser beam at the photodetector can be approximated as 

If we mode1 the laser as a gaussian beam we can estimate the difference photocurrent by 

the following integral equation 

-X 2 - N = photon density rate (photondms) 
As 2a2 q = charge of electron 

Id = 2 N q I  (3 -9) 
o = spread of the beam 

O 

In most applications As « o, therefore the above integral can be approximated as 

Substituting eqn. 3 -8 into 3.10 yields a relationship between the difference current and the 

deflection of the cantilever probe 
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This formula suggests that by increasing the optical path le@ (M), the sensitivity 

can be enhanced. This is not completely true since the beam spot size (a) will also 

increase with an increase in optical path length due to diffraction effects. 

3.5 Electrostutic Force Mirroscopy @FM) 

Presently scanning force probing techniques are becoming very popular in the IC mea- 

surement arena, particularily EFM[ 1 8,19,20]. Electrostatic Force Microscopy is based on 

the electrostaîic interaction between a small micromachined probe and a measurement 

conductor as shown in Fig. 3.7[16]. 

Fig. 3.7: Electmstatic interaction between probe and rneasurement c o n d ~ o r  
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If a voltage is placed on both the probe and the circuit, a small locaiized capacitor is 

formed and charges up. This brings nse to a coulomb force expressed by the non-linear 

force equation[2 1 ] 

A static force d l  cause the probe beam to deflect given by F# where k represents the 

spring constant of the probe[22,23]. Time varying forces will cause time varying deflec- 

tions according to the mechanicd transfer fiinction in eqn. 3.3. In this research, the deflec- 

tion is measured using a laser beam bounce deflection sensor. 

3.6 Internal N d e  DC Volage Meusurements 

The Electrostatic Force measurement technique cm be employed to measure dc volt- 

ages levels inside integrated circuits[24]. Since this technique is non-contact, passivated 

power interco~ect c m  be probed. The electrostatic formula can be used directiy where a 

dc voltage is applied ont0 the probe until it nulls out the deflection. This technique will 

work in theory but noise performance is poor because the measwement is being made at 

DC. A modulation technique is typically employed to allow for measurement in regions 

of lower noise and dlows for the use of a lockin amplifier to improve the overall SNR. 

Consider the case where a dc voltage +d, is placed on a measurement conductor and a 

modulated voltage, A + Kcos(qt), where o, is a fiequency within the mechanical band- 

width of the probe, is placed onto the probe as shown in Fig. 3.8. 
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Fig. 3.8: Nin- contact DC voltage rnecrsurernent 

Placing these voltages into the coulomb force equation wdl yield 

Expanding the expression results in 

This produces force harmonies at dc, f, and Zf, If we concentrate on the fr term, we have 

the force expression 

I f  we choose fr to be the resonant frequency of the probe we c m  cornpute the corre- 

sponding deflection harmonic according to the mechanical transfer fimction seen earlier in 

this research. 
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By varying the A parameter, the deflection can be nulled which provides the corre- 

sponding dc voltage(A = Qd, ). This nulhg technique is useful since it eliminates any 

dependance on the mechanical parameters like Q, k and more importantly dC/ciz which is 

conductor geometry dependent. A block diagram of the instrument is shown in Fig. 3.9. 

v 
Fig. 3.9: Non-contact DC mearement scherne 

The nulling process can typically be implemented using a negative feedback control 

systern consisting of a low pass filter and integrator with the deflection signal being used 

as an error signal to modify the modulation parameter A. The output of the deflection sen- 

sor electronics is typically processed using a lockin amplifier. This type of amplifier uses 

a reference signal at f, and down-converts the incoming signal down to baseband. The 
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baseband signal is then processed through a bandwidth adjustable low pass filter. A block 

diagram of the amplifier is demonstrated in Fig. 3.1 O[25]. 

Fig. 3.1 0: Lockin umplifîer block diagram 

This type of receiver essentially measures the amplitude of the input signal but done 

coherently which improves overall noise performance as compared to a simple envelope 

detector. 

3.7 High Frequency Internal Node Probing 

For probing hi& fkquency signals (GHz) we cannot use the force equation directly. 

As shown before we are heavily bandlimited, in. the range of 10- 1 00 KHz, which makes it 

impossible to directly measure hi& fiequency signals. To overcome this obstacle we c m  

exploit the non-linearity in the force equation to implement a repetitive sampling tech- 

nique very similar to that described in chapter 2[5,26,27]. In this work we use the repeti- 

tive sampling technique #1 discussed in chapter 2. Through the use of modulation we can 

perform the measurement at a maximum SNR location which would be at the mechanical 

resonant fiequency of the probe. For ail high fkequency measurements the cantilever probe 

is mouited on a 50 Ohm transmission line to ensure that signal integrity is not compro- 
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mîsed. Consider the most general high fiequency measurernent scheme demonstrated in 

Fig. 3.1 1. 

Fig. 3.1 1: Generic high fiequency EFM meusurement scheme 

In this setup we use a synchronizing source to provide an excitation waveform with 

fundamental period T, to drive the circuit. Using the same source, we synthesize a sam- 

pling waveform which possesses the same fundamental period as the excitation wavefom. 

This waveform can be time shifted in respect to the measurement signal. The sampling 

waveform is then modulated at a low fiequency within the mechanical bandwidth of the 

probe, namely the mechanical resonant fiequency. The probe and circuit interaction 

occm between the modulated sampling signal and the circuit voltage as shown in Fig. 
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Fig. 3.12: High Ji-equency circuit andprobe signals 

Using the force equation, the measured defection is given as 

Expanding the force equation will yield: 

This provides a force term at the f, frequency which has one component given by 

The measured deflection f?om the lockin amplifier is given by 

This expression is similar to the one presented eariier in the section pertaining to repet- 

itive sampling. The shifting of the sampling waveform, s(t), through it's fundamental 
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period T,, we c m  reconstnict a transformecl version of the input signal. The sampling sig- 

nal c m  Vary depending on the nature of the circuit voltage V&). In this chapter, two dif- 

ferent sampling rnethods will be discussed. The fint includes using a narrow sampling 

pulse to measure wideband signals while the other uses a sinusoidal sampling waveform to 

measure hi& frequency single tone signals. 

3.8 Pulse SampCiing Technique 

This technique employs a sampling signal (s(t)) which attempts to emufate an impulse 

fiuiction. This method is targeted towards measuring wideband signals like digital wave- 

forms. Example waveforms are shown in Fig. 3.1 3. 

Fig. 3.13: Pulse sampling wavefomzs 

U-sing eqn. 3.20 fiom the last section, we can approximate the measured deflection as 
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In this technique, as with any other repetitive sampling technique, the S M  depends on the 

pulse width and repetition rate. The smaller the pulse, the smaller the SNR of the instru- 

ment. The measurement bandwidth is defined by the width of the sampling pulse which is 

given by the Gaussian pulse approximation 

The challenge with this technique is to synthesize a very narrow pulse which is ofien 

quite difficult to achieve. Reported bandwidths greater than 10 GHz have been achieved 

using EFMC2 11 and we have achieved greater than 10 GHz in this work. 

3.9 Sinusoidal Sampling Technique 

In microwave circuits, the ability to characterize amplitude and phase of single tone 

signals is very important. In these circuits, the intemal node signals are all sinusoidd in 

nature which makes a sinusoidal samphg waveform more suited because it is much eas- 

ier to synthesize then a pulse at high fiequencies, especially above 10 GHz. In this 

method, a sïmilar nulling technique cm be employed as seen with the dc voltage measure- 

ment in section 3.6. Fig. 3.14 demonstrates the nature of the probe and circuit signals used 

in this technique. 
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Fig. 3.14: Sinusüidal sampling technique 

corresponding vector voltage. A block diagram of this method is shown in Fig. 3.15. 

v 
Fig. 3.15 : Sinusoidal sampling Ho& diagram 

Perfonning simila. mathematics we c m  solve for the deflection equation 
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The measurement of V, and $, c m  be obtained by varying the A and parameters[S]. 

This technique is known as the Heterodyne Nulling Technique which wilI be the focus of 

the next section. 

3.10 Heterodyne NuUhg Technique 

The Heterodyne Nulling Technique is employed to solve for the unknown amplitude 

and phase of the measurement voltage[5,26]. The deflection characteristic as a function of 

A and QP have been measured experimentally at 1 GHz as shown in Fig. 3.16. 

Nmaiized Deflection vs Phase Nmaiized Deflection vs A 

- 1  

O 1 O0 200 300 
Probe Phase (degrees) 

(a) Phase Nulling @) Amplitude Nulhg 

Fig. 3.16: Heterodyne NuZZing Technique 

Initially A is set to zero and the probe phase (Pp) is varied to find the two zero crossings 

(nul1 poinl) as shown in Fig. 3.16 (a). These nulI points are then averaged to find the 
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local minimm comesponding to the circuit phase (+J. The averaging is done to eliminate 

any effects of dc offset in the deflection characteristic. At this point the probe phase is set 

qual to the circuit phase and the A parameter is varied until the deflection is nulled again 

as shown in Fig. 3.16 (b). This null point corresponds to the amplitude of the measure- 

ment signal(VJ. 

3.11 Measurement of Passivated Circuits 

The nuIling technique allows for arbitrary node probing without the need for complex 

calïbration schemes. The measurement becornes invariant to the mechanicd parameters 

of the cantilever probe and more importantly dC/dz which is conductor geometry depen- 

dent. The independence on dC/dz allows for probing passivated circuits where the probe to 

circuit spacing is variable and ofien unknown depending on the process. The ndling tech- 

nique allows for accurate measurement of amplitude and phase at different probe to circuit 

spacings as shown in Fig. 3.17. 

I ncreasing 

Decreasing 

200 240 280 320 360 400 
Probe voltage A 

Fig. 3.17: Amplitude nulling at dzfferentpmbe to circuif spacings 
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When the probe is closer, the deflection is larger due to increasing dC/dz but the 

important thing is that ail three curves null at the same point, hence the same voltage is 

measured. Of course there are limits to how far the probe can be moved away fkom the 

measurement conductor- As we move away fkom the target conductor, the SNR will 

decrease dong with the spatial resolution, as the probe will begin to interact with other 

conductors on the die. 

3.12 Sensitnity 

In Scanning Force Probing, the dominant fom of noise is the thermal vibration of the 

probe[28]. If we mode1 the probe as being a mechanical spring capable of one dimen- 

sional motion, it will possess approxirnately OSKT of thermal energy. The probe will 

wirate at a noise bandwidth ranging fiom 10 to 100 KHz depending on the cantilever. 

The noise power spectral density can be estunateci if we consider the input thermal force 

acting on the cantilever as a white Gaussian noise with a power density given by[28] 

This noise source is passed through the mechanical transfer function of the probe as 

shown in Fig. 3.18. 

HO'o) = 
k 

Where 2, '(0) = [H~(~) IF ,~ (CD)  

Fig. 3.18: Noise transfer characteristic ufpmbe 
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Using the transfer fimction in eqn. 3.3, we can compute the expected spectral power 

density of the deflection signal to be 

A plot of the theoretical deflection power density is shown in Fig. 3.19 dong with the 

measured spectrum using a spectrum analyzer. - 
1 Thermal vibration: 

1 - -t - Theoretical 1 

I 
i Limited by 

1 : another noise 

......................... 

Limited by 
another noise ..... - ....... ... ........ .s-6w c.ë Sh*L6t ( .:. 

source like SEiot or ' 
or 1 /f noise 1 . l/f noise 

-..-..-.*...........*..S., ... ..................--. 

' :  -- 
1 ;  --- 

Fig. 3.19: Theoretical and experimental de@ction noise density 
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Unfortunately the deflection spectnun cannot be measwed directly, since the spectnmi 

analyzer is C O M ~ C ~ ~  to the photodetector difference signal. Knowledge of the deflection 

sensor tramfer function is needed to translate the measured voltage to deflection signal. 

The defiection sensor transfer fiuiction was m e m e d  to be 0.8 pmN The theoretical 

curve devîates fiom the measured one afkr rnoving 2 KHz away fiom resonance which 

may be due to the presence of other types of noise like l/f and shot noise from the optics. 

In most cases the measurement is made at the resonant frequency of the probe there- 

fore we can approximate the rms noise with[14] 

We can approximate the rms signal deflection as 

A z =  

Equating this formula with eqn. 

VM, 

3.26, the sensitivity of the instrument is 

This expression indicates that the mechanical properties of the cantilever greatly effect the 

noise performance of the instrument. The optimal cantilever for EFM applications would 

be one with very large Q and small spring constant Also using of a lockin amplifier, mea- 

surement bandwidths of 10's of Hz c m  be achieved for M e r  noise reduction. If we con- 

sider a test scenario where the probe to circuit spacing is 200 nm (typical for unpassivated 

circuits) and using typical mechanical and electrïcal parameters we can estimate the sensi- 

tivity (Fig. 3.20). 
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Fig. 3.20: S'ample sensitivity calculation for 200 nrn pmbe to circuit spacing 

The calculated sensitivity is a Little idealized especially when probing passivated cir- 

cuits where the probe to circuit spacing could range fiom 1-3 p. Also the 6/T term is 

often much smaller than unity especially in the case of the pulse sampling technique. 

3.13 Mechanical Structure of the EFM Probe Station 

A photograph of the EFM station used in this research is shown in Fig. 3.21. It 

includes the probe, probe PCB, piezo-positioners and the beam bounce deflection sensor. 
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Fig. 3.2 1 : Photograph of EFMpm bing instrument 

The laser and piezo adjustments c m  be made using a cornputer connectecl to the probe 

instrument. 

3.14 Summary 

In this chapter the fundamental components of scanning force probing have been intro- 

duced. In the subsequent chapters, the sinusoida1 sampling technique wiil be used to 

probe a variety of different circuits at fiequemies ranging fiom 1 to 16 GHz. Different 

hardware implementations of this technique will also be considered. 
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Chapter 4: Vecîor Voltage Measurements ut I and 2 GHz 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, the experimental setup and results of 1-2 GHz measurements on sev- 

eral practical circuits will be discussed. The microwave components required to imple- 

ment the mathematics will also be considered. 

4.2 Hardware Descr@tion 

In the previous chapter, a mathematical mode1 for the sinusoïdal sampling technique 

was introduced and now some detail can be provided on the required hardware needed to 

implement the mathematics. Fig. 4.1 demonstrates the microwave circuitry used to imple- 

ment the 1-2 GHz measurements. 

- A To Probe 

A + Kcos(2xfrt) or A + KX(2xfrt) 
Function 

IF 
Amplifier/ 

Fig. 4.1: Sinusoida1 samphg hardware configuration 

Matching 

1 

The typical EFM realization involves using a base RF source which is split using a 

Variable 

power divider. One half of the power is passed though a mixer which uses a fùnction gen- 

RF Source RF 

Phase 

erator to modulate the IF port at the resonant frequency of the probe. Often it is simpler to 

LPF 

implement the modulation using square modulation (A + KX(t)) rather than sinusoidal. 

- To Circuit 

This has no effect on the overall deflection expression, except it introduces an extra 4/xi 

-) 

-)' 

Network 

Shifter *. 

-) 

ABenuator -) 
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factor in eqn. 3.23 fiom the fûndamental fourier coefficient of a square wave. The modu- 

lated signal is typically passed through a low pass a t e r  and an amplifier to overcome con- 

version loss of the mixer, filter out higher order harmonies and enhance the nulling 

dynamic range of the instrument. The arnplified signal is passed through a matching net- 

work designed to present a 50 Ohm load to the amplifier. 

The matching network c m  be irnplemented in one of two ways. The first involves 

using a shunt 50 Ohm resistor with a tunable phase shifter as shown in Fig. 4.2. 

Fig. 4.2: Matching network using adjusable phase shzj?eer 

Phase Shifter 

The input impedance c m  be expressed as a fiinction of the phase using the open cir- 

9 

cuited transmision line equation 

Open Circuit 

- - -j2500 cot (@) 
50 - j50 cot ($1 

When the phase is any mulitiple of half wavelength ($=TIC) the input impedance wiZI be 50 

Ohms neglecting loss in the cable assernbly. This method works adequately for lower fie- 

quency measurements like 1-2 GHz since parasitics associated with the 50 Ohm d a c e  

mount resistor is minimal. At higher fiequencies we typicdly employ a series attenuator 

to reduce the magnitude of the reflected wave as shown in Fig. 4.3. Often only small 
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attenuators are needed since high fiequency losses in the probe cable itself can bring the 

input impedance quite close to 50 Ohms. 

Attenuator r i  li 

20 
+ Open Circuit 

Fig. 4.3: Series attenuator matching scheme 

In this technique the probe voltage is sacrificed for improved matchhg where the vari- 

able phase sbifier scheme doesn't have that problem. In this chapter the variable phase 

shifter matchhg technique will be employed- 

On the circuit side, the signal is passed through a combination of amplifier and vari- 

able attenuator to control the amount of input power to the circuit under test. Often a man- 

ual phase shifter is placed in senes on the circuit side. In the previous chapter, the nulling 

technique involved m o d i m g  the probe phase, but in this setup we are m o d i m g  the cir- 

cuit phase and doesn't affect the instrument since all phase rneasurements are relative. 

The important thing to note is that adding a phase lag on the circuit side effectively incm 

a phase lead on the probe side. 
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4.3 1 GHz Hardware Description and Culibrution 

The 1 GHz hardware block diagram is shown below in Fig. 4.4. 

A + Kcos(Znf,t) or A + KX(2nfrt) 
Function 
Generator IF 

RF Source: Rhode and Schwartz Attenuator: Minicircuits 
Divider: Minicircuits Amplifier: Minicircuits ZFL-2000 
Mixer: Minicircuits TFM-2 Function Generator: SRI DS345 
Phase Shifier: HP8743B 

Ampldier/ 
RF Source RF LPF 

O dBm 

Fig. 4.4: I GHz measurement hardware block dingram 

1 

Phase To Circuit l VàriabIe 

Before memements can be made, a calibration process is requUed since nulling val- 

- To Probe 

ues are only known in t a s  of voltage settings on the DS345 function generator. The 

-) -) 

calibration takes into effect the mixer, cable loss and only has to be done once for each 

Matching 
Network 

- t 

setup. The calibration procedure consists of varying a known voltage and plotting nu ihg  

+Amplifier 

values(A) as a fiinction of voltage. The calibration setup involves probing a 50 Ohm 

Shifier )' 

microstrip transmission he. The input signal amplitude was varied using combinations 

Attenuator 

of minicircuits atienuators as shown in Fig. 4.5. 
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MCL Attenuator 

50 Ohm Microstrip 

Fig. 4.5: 1 GIEz calibration setup 
* 

The transmission line was terminated to 50 Ohms by a repetitive sampling oscillo- 

scope where the signal amplitude was measured. The loss was measured for the coaxial 

cable feeding the oscilloscope which was factored out of the measured signal level. The 

experimental nulling point versus voltage curve is demonstrated in Fig. 4.6. 

Caiibration Curve at 1 GHz 

Fig. 4.6: CuZibration curve a$ 1 GHz 

Using the above curve enables us to map measured nul1 points(A) with the correspond- 

ing signal amplitude. As expected, there is a linear relationship as suggested by the math- 

ematical f o d a  seen in the previous chapter. It is interesthg to note the fact that the 
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c w e  does not pass through the ongin as expected fkom the mathematical equation. This 

can be explâined if we consider the nature o f  the mixer being used in îhis setup. In these 

measurements a 1 GHz RF signal is incident on the LO port while a modulating signal is 

used on the IF port as shown in Fig. 4.7. 

1 [A+Kcos(~~F~,~)] Leakage Tenn 

Fig. 4.7: MLxer harmonies af I GHz 

Unfortunately mixers are fa. fiom ideal, since there is always a small leakage signal 

from the LO to the RF port as shown in Fig. 4.7. This is obvious if we consider the plot of 

RF amplitude versus a DC modulating IF signal as shown in Fig. 4.8. 
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I 
LO Leakage 

- - - - - - - - -  
: /' 

-~.~/~~~~~-.. . .~~.. .~.. . . . . . . . . . .~~~.-. . . .~~.. . .~~~~... . . . . .~~'. ' . . ' * ' .~ ,, 

Fig. 4.8: Minicircuits TFM-2 mixer characteristic 

Notice that the characteristic is linear which is expected since the IF voltage is weU 

below the 1 dB compression point of the mixer. There is an intercept on this curve due to 

the fundamental LO leakage term shown in Fig. 4.8. The minicircuits TFM-2 mixer has a 

LO ta RF isolation of around - 30 dB with O dBm of LO input power. This results in about 

-30 dBm of leakage signal at 1 GHz. Unfortunately this will build in a constant offset to 

the following deflection characteristic 

The effect is obvious in Fig. 4.9 where a DC level has been added to the expected sinusoi- 

da1 deflection curve. 
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Nmaiized Deflection vs Phase 

-1 ' I I 

O 1 O0 200 300 
Probe Phase (degrees) 

Fig. 4.9: Meanrred I GHz dqftection versus probe phase including LO Zeakage effect 

This effect is not detrimental to the phase measurement since nuli points are being 

averaged but it wîll add a srnalI intercept on the calibration cuve as seen in Fig. 4.6. 

4.4 Measurement of a Tews Instruments LNA 

In this section, amplitude and phase measurernents d l  be presented on a GaAs LNA 

from Texas Instruments[29]. This circuit has a 3 dB bandwidth of 3 -5 GHz with a nominal 

19 dB gain over this bandwidth. The cimiit schernatic is shown in Fig. 4.10. 
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Fig. 4.10: Circuit schernatic of TILNA[29] 

This circuit consists of a two stage amplifier with resistive feedback followed by an 

output buffer designed to drive a 50 Ohm load. Both the input and output pads are AC 

coupled using blocking capacitors integrated into the pads. The die is mounted on a sap- 

phire substrate with the RF pads wirebonded to two 50 Ohm microstrip transmission lines 

which nrn to the input and output SMA connectors as shown in Fig. 4.1 1. 
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Fig. 4.1 1 : TI LNA package and rnicrophotograph of circuit die 

The small microstrip lines are suitable for measuring the input and output signal of the 

amplifier for S-Parameter and gain measurements. Fig. 4.1 1 demonstrates the probing 

points which includes the input and output of each amplifier stage dong with the input and 

output transmission lines. 

Measurements at 1 GHz were done using both the calibrated EFM instrument and a 1 

GHz bandwidth contact probe(picoprobe) at the nodes specsed in Fig. 4.1 1. The results 

are tabulated in Table 4.1. Note, even though the picoprobe has a 1 GHz bandwidth, we 

assume it still behaves linearly and measurements are scaled by the appropriate factor at 1 

GHz. 
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Table 4.1 : EFM and contact probe rneusurements on î7LNA 

Node 

Us-kg nodes 6 and 7 we can estimate the forward gain of the amplifier using both EFM 

and the contact probe in comparison to the specifications. 

EFM 
( ~ V P P )  

EFM: Szl = 18.6 d B 1  -34' 
Contact Probe: SZ1 = 17.6 dB L -28' 
Data Sheet: SZ1 = 18.5 dB L -36' 

Contact 
Probe 

( ~ V P P )  

The agreement between the EFM and data sheet value is superior than that of the con- 

tact probe. In the contact probe method, the amplitude and phase must be deduced f?om 

the measured waveform on the oscilloscope making phase resolution much more difficult. 

It is also interesting to note the differences in measured amplitude suggesting a possible 

Ioading effect on the circuit. It is important to note that it is difficult to mesure S-param- 

eters using EFM since we cannot distinguish between direction of power flow as in the 

case of a network analyzer We are actually meastuhg the voltage signai which is a com- 
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bination of an incident and reflected wave- In circuits where the input matching is poor, 

accurate measmement of the S-parameters using EFM is nearly impossible. In ihis case, 

our circuit was very well matched with an S around -20 dB which means that the mea- 

siired input voltage is approximately the amplitude of the incident voltage wave. 

4.5 1.9 GHz Hardware Description and Culibration 

The microwave components used for 1.9 GHz is very similar to the 1 GHz system 

except it utilizes a Relcom mixer for the modulation and a 2 GHz low pass filter. The cal- 

&ration scheme used was identical to Fig. 4.5 with a resulting calibration curve shown in 

Fig. 4.12. Notice that the intercept is much smaller which suggests that the LO-RF leak- 

age of the Relcom mixer is superior to that of the TFM-2 mixer used for the 1 GHz mea- 

Fig. 4.12: 1.9 GHz calibration cuwe 
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4.6 Measurement of a Mesfet Amplifier 

Measurements were made on a narrow band 1.9 GHz GaAs amplifier. This design was 

implemented iising a CMC supported SAGRF technoIogy using 0.5 pm mesfets[30]. The 

design IGAMBO 16 consisted of a single transistor (mesfet) biased through the input and 

ouput RF pads as shown Fig. 4.13. 

Fig. 4.13: Circuit schernatic of single stage GaAs amplzjîer 

A microphotograph of the circuit layout is shown in Fig. 4.14. 

Fig. 4.14: GaAs ampZ$er layout[30] 

The amplifier layout has a ground-signal-ground pad configuration to facilitate the use 

of coplanar on-wafer matched irnpedance probes which were discussed bnefly in chapter 

2- The on-wafer probes wilf supply the RF and the necessary biasing to the gate and drain 

of the mesfet. The amplifier measurement setup is shown next in Fig. 4.15. 
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-5.6 dBm On-Wafer Probe On-Wafkr Probe 

GaAs Amplifiier Bias-Tee Bias-Tee 

Fig. 4.15: Measurement setupfor the GaAs amplGer 

Extemal bias-tees were used to suppiy the bias voltages to both the gate and drain of 

the transistor. The measurement nodes are shown in Fig. 4.16. 

. . - - - - - . - -- - . - .- . - 

Fig. 4.16: Ampl$er luyout along with measurementpoints 

The stimulus was a 33 0 mVpP signal into RF, while the output port was match termi- 

nated to 50 Ohms. The circuit was also simulated using HSPICE at each node but only in 

magnitude. The measurement and simulation results are shown in Table 4.2. 
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1 Node 1 EFM 
( ~ V P P )  

Table 4.2: EFM and simulation results for GaAs mesfet amplifier 

The measured insertion gain results of the amplifier at 1.9 GHz using the network ana- 

lyzer, EFM and HSPICE are 

NetworkAnalyzer: lSzll =9.4d.B 
EFM: SZ1 = 5.5 dB~66O 
Simulation: S t l  = 12.1 dBL 65' 

There is quite a large discrepency between all three values. The simulation results are 

qyite different than the network analyzer measurement which may be due to an inaccurate 

mesfet mode1 in the HSPICE simulation. This difference is shown between measurement 

nodes 3 and 4 in the amplifier where the simulated transistor gain was roughly 15 dB 

while the actual EFM measurement suggests only 6.6 dB. Also, the matching resonant 

fiequency was not quite at 1.9 GHz with an input reflection coefficient of -10 dB which 

means that the EFM input voltage measurement was a combination of incident and 

reflected voltage signals and was not indicative of the incident voltage wave. 
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The interna1 node measurments makes it possible to measure various transistor 

parameters. In this case we can estimate the transconductance of the mesfet at the operat- 

ing bias point. A simple voltage controlled current source model will be employed for the 

mesfet as shown in Fig. 4.17. 

Fig. 4.1 7:  SimpZifzed rnesfet mode[ 

Using EFM we have measured both Vg (node 3) and (node 4) which allow for 

the estimation of Iload that yields the g, of the transistor using the model values for the 

circuit elements. 

Vg = 507~-51O mVpp 
Vlad = 1081~105~ mVpp 
Zload (at 1-9 GHZ) = 49.8 + j4O.8 R 

r ' foad 
Therefore g, = - = 33/ -63O M 

'LZ 

The mea~u~ed  g, appears to be realistic for a mesfet- Notice that the phase shifi 

between the drain current and gate voltage is not quite 0' as expected. The measured 

transconductance is approximately 63' lagging which suggests that our simplified model 

is not quite accurate. A more accurate model would include the necessary parasitic capac- 

itances associated with the gate, source and drain. Also, there may be inaccuracies in the 
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estimated load impedance due to parasistic resistance and capacitance in the inductor 

models. 

4.7 Summary 

In îhis chapter, we have seen the capability of EFM to perform 1 and 2 GHz interna1 

node meaSuTements. A LNA and mesfet ampli_fier were probed providing results very 

sirnilar to the data sheet specifications. These meaSuTements require manual adjustments 

of phase and amplitude to implement the heterodyne nulhg technique. This can be 

tedious since it lacks automation and data collection capability. In the next chapter, a dif- 

ferent hardware approach will be introduced to allow for a more automated probing envi- 

ronment to implement higher fkquency meas-urements. 
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Chapter 5: VQ Modulation 

5.1 Modulation Problem 

Al1 measurements done in the previous chapter involved implementing the heterodyne 

nulling technique using manual phase shifters and mixers as shown in Fig. 5.1. 

Mixer 

Modulated RF,,, 

Fig. 5.1: Conventional modulation scheme 

In the conventional systern, the probe phase will be adjusted manually to implement 

the appropnate phase nulling. These phase shifters typically function on the principle of 

adding or removing physical length. At lower fiequemies, adjusting physical tengths will 

provide enough phase resolution but as eequency increases, their resolution will decrease. 

The phase sensitivïty c m  be assessed by 

where AL is the smallest manually adjustable length. As wavelength decreases, the phase 

sensitiv* degrades therefore for meaSuTements above and including 10 GHz, a manual 

shifter is not very practical. 

The modulation scheme is typically done using a mixer where a b c t i o n  generator is 

used to provide the modulation to the IF port, During amplitude nulling, the modulation 

offset A is adjusted manually until the deflection is nulled. 
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This configuration is very m c d t  to automate since both the modulating IF signal and 

the phase shifter must be controllable by a cornputer. The fùnction generator can be con- 

trolled through an analog output, but the phase shifier cannot. For this to work propedy, 

we need an analog or digital controllable phase shifter but the output phase is ofien very 

dependent on fiequency. 

This chapter will introduce a very efficient way of irnplementing both phase shifhg 

and modulation in a digital control system environment, 

5.2 Theory of UQ Modulation 

The phase and amplitude of the probe signal c m  be controlled using a single compo- 

nent called an VQ modulator. This replaces both the manual phase shifter and microwave 

mixer as shown in Fig. 5 -2. 

Modulating 
IF 

Modulating 
1 and Q signals 

Modulated RFout 

Modulated RFout 

Fig. 5.2: Equivalence using I/Q modulator 

The software implementation requires strategically modifying the 1 and Q control sig- 

nais to implernent the desired phase shift and modulation amplitude. An intenial block 

diagram of a typical VQ modulator is shown next in Fig. 5.3. 
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Fig. 5 3  : Interna1 block diagram of UQ rnodulator 

X L O O  D U O 0  Power 

I Combiner 

In the modulator, the input RF signal is passed through a 90' hybrid coupler which 

RFin 

passes two equal amplitude signals in quadrature phase. These signals pass through sepa- 

rate attenuators controlled by the 1 and Q ports. The output of the attenuators are passed 

Hybrid D U O 0  + Q X L ~ O O  

90' coupler 1 
XL90° QXL90° 

v 

through an in-phase power combiner to vector sum the two phasers. By controlling the 1 

* RFout 

and Q ports, we cm effectively achieve any amplitude and phase in the output RF signal. 

This c m  be explained using a simple analogy in linear aigebra. Consider two linearly 

independent vectors(orthogond), 1 and Q as  shown in Fig. 5.4. 

Fig. 5.4 : 2 dimensional I/Q space 

Since 1 and Q are linearly independent, we c m  generate any vector in 2 dimensional 

space using some linear combination of these vectors. This is the same principle with the 

VQ modulator. The 1 and Q are orthogonal therefore by adjusting the 1 and Q weights we 
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can generate the desired output vector with known amplitude and phase. This will be the 

technique employed to control the phase and amplitude ofthe sampling signal used in the 

EFM probing instrument, 

5.3 VQ Modulation in EFM 

During the measurement process we have to synthesize a probe signal of the form 

V J t )  = ( A  + KX(t ) )  cos ( 2 ~  f ,t + + p )  (5.2) 

where X(t) is a modulation square wave of fundamental fiequency f, (resonant fkequency 

of the probe). To synthesize this waveform using the VQ modulator requires the modula- 

tion between two different vectors 180° out of phase in VQ space as shown in Fig. 5.5. 

Fig. 5.5 : Required modulation vectors 

The above figure demonstrates the two different vectors dong with their respective VQ 

coordinates. The 1 and Q ports must be modulated at f, between the two sets of coordi- 

nates to implement the required modulation waveform with ail the necessary nu lhg  

parameters. 
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In this research, we made use of an VQ modulator provided by GTMicrowave[331l, 

The part has the following specifications: 

Frequency range: 6- 1 8 GHz 
I and Q I/O : 12 bit 
Conversion Loss: -8.6 dB 
Calibrated Input Power: O dBm 

This modulator has a built in lookup table to compensate for non-linearities in the I 

and Q attenuators. Unfortunately the device has a very Iarge conversion loss and therefore 

the use of an output amplifier is definitely required. The modulator 1 and Q control is done 

digitally through the use of two 12 bit vectors. Fig. 5.6 demonstrates the output character- 

istic of each attenuator as a hc t ion  of input 12 bit control word. 

t 
Fig. 5.6 : &@ut amplitude versus 12 bit conml word 

The LO Ieakage signal at 10 GHz was measured for an I and Q setting of 0x800 

(tumed off) which yielded -50 dBm for a O dBm input signal. There is 50 dB of isolation 

which suggests that ttiere will be minimal offset in the deflection characteristic which was 

seen using the Minicircuits mixer in chapter 4. 
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5.5 UQ Modulator Hardware Descfiption 

To implement the necessary modulation of the instrument, we need to decide on the 

necessary hardware to facilitate the modulation between two I/Q vectors. The modulation 

can be done using a multiplexer switching at the resonant fiequency of the probe as shown 

in Fig. 5.7[32]. 

Select 

Fig. 5.7 : Modulation using a multipher 

In the case of the GTMicrowave device, the 1 and Q ports require digital input. This 

was irnplemented using a National Instruments Digital I/0 card and several CMOS paral- 

le1 multiplexers. The National Instruments card provides a software interface to the con- 

trol words while the multipIexers switch between each I/Q vector present on the output of 

the NI card. The hardware configuration is shown in Fig. 5.8. 
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Software Interface 
NI Digital VO Card 

1 

Fig. 5.8 : I/Q modulator hardware inte?$ace 

Both VQ coordinates (i1,ql) and (i2,q2) are stored in four software wntable digital 

output registers. These outputs are connected to a Mux board which uses a function gen- 

erator to switch between both coordinates at the resonant fiequency of the probe. 

5.6 So@ware interface 

I i 1 92 1 
I I  I 
L---.- !J 

1 
4 2  

I 
1 Mux Board 
I 

, , , - - , , , - - - - A  

Function 
Generator 

1 Q Pm, = -8.6 dBm 

The hardware interface discussed in the previous section implements the necessary 

modulation but now it is necessary to calculate the VQ coordinates in terrns of the previ- 

ously discussed nulhg parameters. Recalling Fig. 5.5, we can solve for al1 the coordinate 

values given by 

O dBm - 
RF, 

VQ Modulator -* meut 
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The software driver wil l  receive parameters A, K and $ as input and calculate the cor- 

responding il, izy qi, q2 parameters using equations 5.3. $., will assume the range of O to 

3 60° while K and A are normalized in the interval between O and 1. Fig. 5.9 demonstrates 

the structure of the V Q  modulator software driver- 

Fig. 5.9 : UQ modulator sujhvare driver 

In the software driver a compensation block has been added. Since we are using real- 

istic devices, the 1 and Q attenuator characteristics may not be identical for a given input 

12 bit word. The software compensation block will attempt to correct for these inconsis- 

tencies. This block will be discussed in more detail in the next chapter since it is very fie- 

quency dependent. 

5.7 Automation of the Heterodyne Nulling Technique 

Using both the hardware and the software driver we c m  implement a control system to 

perform the amplitude and phase measurement and thus autanate the Heterodyne Nulling 

Technique. 

There are many different approaches to solve this problem, but the most efficient and 

deterministic would be using a forced nulling technique. Forced nuiling is implemented 

using a combination of positive and negative feedback control systems to force a desired 
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signal to zero. In EFM we strive to nuU the measured defiection to extract both amplitude 

and phase. Let us consider a typical control system used for either phase or amplitude 

nulling as shown in Fig. 5.10. 

(+) or (-) feedback 

71 Amplifier 1 
Fig. 5.10: Typical nulhg c o n t d  system 

In this system, the measured deflection from the lockin amplifier is used as an error 

signal in either positive or negative feedback mode. The output is passed through a low 

pass filter to suppress noise and into an integrator with variable gain K. The control sys- 

tem will continue to modiQ the $p or A until the measured deflection approaches zero and 

the system is nulled. The question is why do we need to control the type of feedback? In 

amplitude nulling this is not important but for phase nulling it is crucial. 

In phase n u h g  mode, we c m  mode1 the transfer fùnction of the l o c h  amplifier with 

the following non-linear unit step transfer fûnction as shown in Fig. 5.1 1. This is assum- 

hg a step input starting fkom to Op. 

bop Or A KI 
e 

. LPF - 
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Steady State Response to step input 
Az = BCOS(@~-$,) 
B = Lockin Scaling Factor 

Transient Response (assume first order) 1- 
h ( t )  =Bcos(QP -(P,)(l -e 4 7 )  +& O &/T 

o = time constant of lockin amplifier 
Az, = initial deflection 

Fig. 5.11 : Modelling the loch-n amplz3er transferfi<nction for phme nulhg 

For the moment let us assume al1 signals are in a steady state mode. If we plot the 

steady state defection versus input phase(@p) of the l o c h  amplifier, we can detennine the 

relative stability of the null points. 

, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .i W. 

: (-1 feedback: St2ble 

Fig. 5.12: L o c h  amplzjier ouput de3ection characteristic duringphase nulhg 

From Fig. 5.12 it is apparent that the stability of each null point depends on the sign in 

the feedback path. We cm use this to o u .  advantage to solve for both nul1 points. If we 
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use positive feedback, we can find nul1 point (1) and if negative feedback is used, the other 

nul1 point (2) can be extracted. This simplifies the ovedl software since the same control 

system can be used to find both null points with only the feedback sign being altemated. 

In amplitude nulling, the lockin amplifier unit step transfer characteristic can be 

describecl using the equations 

Steady State: & = BA + C 
Transient h ( t )  - (BA + C)(1 - 8") + A z e  - t h  

where B and C are constants and Az,, is the initial deflection value. 

Depending on the phase settings on the lockin amplifier, the dope of the deflection vs 

A may be positive or negative. In the event of a positive slope, negative feedback must be 

used where as positive feedback is needed for a negative slope. 

- - - (+) feedback Needed 
(-) feedback Needed 

Fig. 5.13 : Ddection versus A parameter 

The control systems in this research were implemented as a digital system usiog Lab- 

view. A more accurate representation of the digital control system is shown in Fig. 5.14. 
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(+) or (-) feedback 

. LPF - KI *$ orA 

Fig. 5.14 : NuZZing digrgrtal conml system 

In this system the low pass Hter is implemented by averaging a user controllable num- 

ber of samples tiom the l o c h  amplifier. As shown earlier the lockin amplifier has a non- 

zero analog time constant which can be overcome by introducing a delay between each 

iteration of d e  control system. This will ensure that the the lockin amplifier has reached 

steady state for the next error computation. The software delay must satisfy the require- 

ment tbat the delay > z of lockin amplifier to avoid sampling of the transient. A lockin 

time constant of 100 ms is used in most measurements. The integrator gain, K, is software 

programmable and can vary for different situations. 

The measurement software is implemented using different combinations of this s d a r  

control system to measure both amplitude and phase. 

5.8 Summary 

In this chapter the I/Q modulation theory and implementation has been introduced. In 

theory, this technique should simpliQ much of the measurement process. In the next 

chapter the I/Q modulation technique will be used to perfonn a variety of measurements 

at 10 GHz including transmission line profiling, phase shifier and distnited amplifier 

measurements. 
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Chapter 6: Vector Voltage Measurements at IO GHz 

6.1 Iniroductrh 

In this chapter we will make use of the previously discussed VQ modulator to perfonn 

measurements at 10 GHz. The calibration of boîh the VQ modulator and instrument will 

be demonstrated dong with measurements of amplitude and phase at 10 GHz. Also sev- 

eral circuits WU be probed including a Norte1 provided phaseshifier and wideband ampli- 

fier. The chapter will also include some transmission h e  xneasurements on small CPW 

structures. 

6.2 10 GHz Hwdware Description 

In these experiments, the I/Q modulator has replaced both the manual phase shifter 

and the 

9 dBm 

RF mixer. The hardware block diagram is shown in Fig. 6.1. 

Cornputer 

In this setup, the probe circuiûy uses a combination of an isolator and attenuator to 

' 

MCL 3 dB 
8349B HP 

+ SMT Isolator 
GTMicrowave 

ensure that the input power into the modulator is O dBm. The isolator prwents reflections 

Am lifier MCL 3 dB 
Attenuator 1 h Attenuator 

83595A Rd Narda 
Coupler 

+ 
Source 

I/Q Modulator 
Tngger scope " 

MCL Atîenuators 
33 dB + 

MCL ZFSC-2- IOG Gain = 40 dB 
S plitter 

Fig. 6.1: IO GHz EFM hardware configuration 

Avantek 
~ m ~ i i i î e r  

To circuit 
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off the modulator fiom propagating into the circuit section. This eliminates any reflection 

dependency on the 1 and Q vectors. 

The output of the modulator is nin through a high gain power amplitier which drives 

the probe and matching network For our 10 GHz measurements, the variable phase 

shifter matching approach has been discontinued and a simple 3 dB series attenuator has 

been inserted to decrease the driving return loss of the cable by 6 dB. At 10 GHz there is 

enough loss in the cable that the input impedance is not far fkom 50 Ohms. 

On the circuit side, a splitter has been inserted to provide a trïgger signal for a repeti- 

tive sampling oscilloscope. To prevent reflections fkom the DUT (Device Under Test) a 

combination of attenuators and amplifier have been added. This provides approximately 

12 dBm of available power with over 50 dB of isolation. This allows us to drive an open 

circuit and matched load without seeing any effects in the probe circuitry. 

6 3  10 GHz calibration of the UQ Modulator 

Before auy measurements can be made, it is necessary to characterize the modulator 

performance at 10 GHz. This measurement involved discomecting the HP amplifier fkom 

the probe and connected it directly into a repetitive sampling osilloscope as shown in Fig. 

6.2. An input power of O dBm was injected into the modulator. 

Fig. 6.2: I/Q modulator calibration configuration 

O dBm in 

I A Q  
Cornputer 

HP 8394B 
Amplifier 

VQ 
Modulator - . 

Tek 
Oscilloscope 
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The caliiration consisted of varying the control word on both 1 and Q attenuator while 

the other was effectively turned off. The amplitude of the output RF signal was measured 

using a repetitive sampling oscilloscope. The control parameters used in the software 

where normalized floating point nurnbers where 1 represents no attenuation and O was 

maximum attenuation (tumed off). Fig. 6.3 demonstrates the 1 and Q attenuator character- 

istics as  a hc t ion  of attenuation factor. 

0 O deg 
180 deg 

* 90 deg 

Attenuation Factor 
Fig. 6 3 :  1 and Q attenuator characteristics 

The measurement was made from 0.1 - 0.9 due to non-linearities in the modulator 

characteristic fiom LU leakage. It is apparent fiom Fig. 6.3 that the characteristics of each 

attenuator is quite different. This will introduce some enors between actual a d  software 
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computed phase. In the previous chapter, we had introduced a compensation block in the 

I/Q modulator driver which corrects for the diffkrences in all four cunies. This was done 

by modelling each characteristic by a linear equation, This is a reasonable assumption 

since al1 c w e s  are Iinea. due to the internal lookup tables in the device. Using the soft- 

ware, we can compute the desired 1 and Q components and pass these values through the 

inverse linear fiuiction to find the corrected 1 and Q parameter which in turn gets written to 

the I/Q modulator. This type of compensation was attempted and the corrected plot is 

show in Fig, 6.4. 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Attenuation Factor 

Fig. 6.4 : Compensated attenuator characteristics 

It is apparent fkom the previous plot that the compensation did in fact work. We have 

achieved essentially the same characteristic on both the 1 and Q axis which suggests that 

the software computed amplitude and phase will be very close the actud ones. 
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6.4 Vector Voltage Meusurements of a CP W ut 10 GHz 

10 GHz caliiration measurements were performed on a srna50 Ohm CPW structure 

with an embedded 50 Ohm termination. This structure is more suitable for hi& fiequency 

measurements since conductor sizes are much smaller to minimize capacitive coupling to 

the probe. The measurement structure is shown in Fig. 6.5. 

Probing 
Point 

Fig. 6.5: Calibration CP W structure 

The operating frequency was slightly less than 10 GHz due to the 9.95 GHz operation 

of the Norte1 phase shifter that will be measured later on in the chapter. The signal was 

placed on the CPW using a coplanar on-wafer probe. The signal level was vaned over a 

20 dB dynamic range using a combination of attenuators which were accurately calibrated 

using a network analyzer. Fig. 6.6 demonstrates the EFM results in cornparison to the 

network analyzer results. 
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1 OGHz Vectar Vdtage Measurementç - 

200 1 0 EFM 1 

Input Pcmier (dBm) 
(b) 

Fig. 6.6 : (a) Vector measurements compared to networkanalyzer (b) Calibration cuwe 

The measured amplitude and phase show close agreement with the calibrated val- 

ues(Fig. 6.6(a)). This was done at different operating amplitude and phases which indi- 

cates that the I/Q modulator is properly compensated. Fig. 6.6(b) demonstrates the 

calibration curve. There is a linear relationship between the input power level (in dBm) 

and the normalized force nulling value which is expected fkom the mathematics presented 

earlier. The caIibration curve provides some insight on the expected dynamic range of the 

instrument at 10 GHz. The maximum measurable signal being approximately 10 dBm 

which corresponds in linear scale to about 2 Vpp- The minimum signal level depends 

highly on the noise levels. For probing unpassivated circuits, a typical sensitivity would 

be - 1 7 dE3m where for passivated circuits (assuming 1-2 p spacing), the sensitivity is in 

the area of -14 dBm. Either way, we still have a 20 dB dynarnic range at this f?equency 
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6 5  Amplitude and Phase ProPIing of Transmission Lines 

The f h t  circuit which was probed was a small CPW structure similar in geornetry to 

the calibration standard u s a i  in the previous section. At 10 GETZ, the amplitude and phase 

distriiution dong the line was profiled. The h t  structure consisted of a 13.5 mm long 

50Q CPW structure which was open-circuited at the load end as shown in Fig. 6.7. 

L=I3.5pl?m t=.?mnz 
W = 7 O p m  E, = 1 O. 06 (Sapphire) 
S = 30 prn 

Fig. 6.7: Open-circuited 50 Ohm CP W structure 

The signal was injected onto one end of the line using a coplanar on-wafer probe. The 

EFM probe's initial position was at the open-circuited end and moved towards the source 

with course 3 00 p steps. At each point, the amplitude and phase was measured and plot- 

ted in Fig, 6.8. 
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Y (mm) 
Fig. 6.8: Standing wave measurement of CP W 

The measurement results suggest the presence of a standing wave which is expected 

on an open-circuited transmission line. Notice at the nul1 points the phase shifts by 180° 

and remains very constant between these points as expected for a standing wave distribu- 

tion. From transmission line theory we can use the measurement resuits to solve for the 

effective dielectric constant of the CPW by computing a wavelength of 

h. - =6.6mm Therefore h=13.2mm 
2 

W1th a wavelength of 13.2 mm, the calcuiated effective dielectric constant is 
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Solving for E,E: 

The vaiidity of this number can be verified through simulation. Using the same con- 

ductor geometry specified in Fig. 6.7, the effective dielectric constant was simulated using 

the Lincalc software yielding a tzee of 5.2. The simulation result seems to be in close 

agreement with the measured value. The simulation assumeci a dielectric constant of 

10.06 for Sapphire[33]. 

For purposes of repeatability, the effective dielectric constant was again measmeci 

using a different CPW structure with the same cross-sectional geometry but match termi- 

nated as shown in Fig. 6.9. 

In 

the di 

Fig. 6.9: Travelling wave Zine 

. this case the expected voltage distribution would be that of a travelling 

:electric properties can be deduced by the phase characteristic dong 

: wave where 

the line. As 
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before, the probe started fÏom the load end and moved towards the source recording ody 

the phase as shown in Fig. 6.10. 

O 1 O00 2000 3000 

Y (CL@ 
Fig. 6.10: Phase disnibution aZmg travelling wme Zine 

As expected fiom a travelling wave line, the phase is a linear function of position. 

Again using transmission line theory we can estimate the effective dielectric constant fiom 

the slope of the line. The rneasured resuits are 

Solving for E,E : E,E= 5.13 

This number is also in close agreement with the simulated and previously measwed 

values. These numbers makes sense if we consider a CPW structure with air(% = 1) on top 
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and sapphiretq = 10) on the bottom where the effective dielectric constant should be near 

the average of the two. 

6.6 Measrrrement of a 10 GHz Phase shzjter 

In this section, 10 GHz measurements on a Nortel phase shifter wili be presented. The 

circuit has 5 identical analog phase shifter sections dong with a course digital shifter fol- 

lowed by output buEm and limitas. A microphotograph of the circuit dong with a sam- 

ple probe point is shown in Fig. 6.1 1. 

/ / Probe f oint 
output pad 

Fig. 6.1 1 : Nortel phase shzper circuit 

Measurements were made on the output of each analog phase shifter. The probing was 

performed on a via between a large capacitor and inductor as indicated in Fig. 6.1 1. The 

analog phase shift control voltage (&1) was variecl fiom -3 to 3 Volts and the relative 

phase was rnea~u~ed. The output phase was also measured on the output pad for compar- 

ison with the repetitive sampling osciiioscope measurements provided by Nortel and per- 

formed by us. 
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The measurement setup involved injecting a 300 mVpp input signal at 9.95 GHz. This 

fiequency is necessary since the device utilizes a high Q bandpass filter at the front end, 

The output was terminated to 50 Ohms by a repetitive sampling oscilloscope. Fig. 6.12 

demonstrates the measured phase characteristic at the output of each analog phase shifier 

section. 

Fig. 6.12: lnternal node phase measurements versus analog control voltage 

From Fig. 6.12, we c m  see the cummdative contribution of al1 phase shifters mea- 

sured from an intemal node perspective. There are a few anomolies such as in the case of 

phase s h i h  1(P 1) where its characteristic is not monotonic. This may be explained by 

the substantial level of ground bounce measured in the circuit. This kind of measurement 
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will be discussed in more detail in the subsequent section dealing 

the Norte1 wideband amplifier. 

In Fig. 6.13, the phase characteristic 

pm) whkh compares well to the 

repetitive sampling oscilioscope. 

other three rneasurements. 

Nortel 

with the measmement of 

was also measured on the output pad (100x100 

measured curve and the one mea~u~ed using a 

The last (P5) also compares well to the 
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6.7 Meusurement of a Dishibuted Anipl@er 

Vector voltage measurements on a distributed amplifier provided by Nortel Networks 

were performed. The provided scattering parameters are indicated below in Fig. 6.14. 

S21 log MAG Id dB/ REF O dB 

m t 

Low Freqi ency 

- - 
START . 1300 G H z  STOP la. 9900 G H z  

Fig. 6.14: Mdeband amplifer scatteringpararneters[provided by  Nortel] 

The amplifier has a low fiequency gain of 23 dB over an approximate 4 GHz band- 

width. Measurements were made at 10 GHz where amplifier performance has degraded 

considerably. A photograph of the die and packaging is shown in Fig. 6.15. 
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Fig. 6.15: Nortel amplijierpackagrig 

The measurement setup involved injectîng -8.6 dBm of input power into the terminal 

port 1. The device was characterized using a network analyzer which yielded the follow- 

ing S-Parameters at 10 GHz. The values below compare well with those in Fig. 6.14, 

except for S22 

Network Analyzer 
SI1 =-2.9 dB 
SZl = 8.1 dB 
S,, = -49 dB 
S22 = -3.0 dB 

Power Meter 
SZ1 = 8.3 dB 

The insertion gain was also measured using a power meter and compares well with the 

network analyzer measurement. To provide some insight on the amount of gain degrada- 
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tion, the measured SZL at 1 GHz was roughly 23 dB. At 10 GHz the gain has dropped by 

roughly 15 dB. The input and output matching is also very poor at this fiequmcy. A 

microphotograph of the circuit layout is shown in Fig. 6.16. 

Fig. 6.16: Micmphotograph of arnplijier layout 

The circuit contains a .  input buffer followed by two distributed amplifiers. Several 

measurements were made on this circuit including a VSWR measurement of the input 

transmission line, amplitude and phase measurements on the VEE power rail, loss mea- 

surement of the output transmission line and intemzl node measurements at the terminal 

ports of both distributed amplifiers. 

6.%1 VS WR Measurement 

As mentioned in the previous section, the input return loss is very poor at roughly -3 

dB(S l). Using the EFM instrument it is possible to measure the VSWR by observing the 

standing wave distribution dong the feed line inside the fixture as shown in Fig. 6.17. 

This type of measurement becomes quite feasible at this fiquency since the wavelength is 

only about 3 cm. A haIf wavelength section is suitable to find at least one maximum and 

minimum. 
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Fig. 6.17: Input 50 Ohm transmission line feeding arnplz9er input pad 

The EFM probe was scanned dong the h e  while measuring the amplitude of the sig- 

nal. A local maximum and minimum were determined at the locations shown Fig. 6.1 7. 

Taking the ratio of the amplitude nul1 points(A) and assumùig proportional to voltage, the 

estimated VSWR is 

v max A 
VSWR = - - max - 0.22 - - -  

A 
- 5.5 

m in wz in 0.04 

Using this result, the estimated magnitude of the input reflection coefficient(S 1 I )  is 

VSWR- 1 
IS1d = VSWR + 1 

=: -3.2dB 

The estimateci return loss is within 0.3 dB fkom the one measured using the network ana- 

l yzer. 

These results cm also be used to estimate the magnitude of the input power wave into 

the amplifier neglecting transmission line loss. 
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A~~~~~~~ = 0.130 => 270 mVpp (from calibration curve) = -7.4 dBm 

Estimated incident power (EFM) = -7.4 dBm 
Measured incident power (Power Meter) = -8.6 dBm 

The estimated power deviates by 1.2 dB fiom the measured incident power. This may 

be explained by the fact that losses have not been included during the VSWR calculation 

and all calculations were assuming the line was 50 Ohms which rnay not be completely 

tnie at this frequency. 

6.7.2 Transmission Line Effects on Power/Ground Metal 

In integrated circuits, ground and power rail signals can severeIy degrade the perfor- 

mance of the device. Ln dense CMOS digital circuits, most power and ground rails are 

considered capacitive or low impedance due to close proxUnity to the lossy groundïng 

substrate (image effect). In microwave circuits, ground and power lines can appear more 

inductive since they are often spaced farther away fkom the package ground especially in 

GaAs where the substrate is insuIating. Grounding to the package ground plane is usually 

done through wirebonds on specified ground pads. A major problem arises when these 

conductor sizes become comparable to a wavelength where transmission line effects dom- 

inate as shown in Fig. 6.18. 
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Wirebond Ground Conductor 

Package ground (assumed to be equipotential) 

bondwire Transmission Line mode1 of ground metal 

Fig. 6.18: Ground conductor rnodels at high fiequency 

The termination of the line is typically modelled using an inductance representing the 

grounding bond wire. In most designs the ground metal is made as wide as possible to 

minimize series inductance so that the line looks like a low impedance transmission line. 

This is adequate for low fi-equencies, but even a low impedance short circuited line will 

resonate at a quarter wavelength giving a very high input impedance as suggested using 

eqn. 6.6 assuming a perfect short circuit at the wirebond location. 

At @ = 90' (quarter wavelength) 
Zground = 00 (open circuit) 

Unfortunately these effects are only dominant at high frequencies when it is extremely 

difficult to probe. The EFM instrument provides a feasible solution for probing power and 

ground conductors and obsening distributed effects without excessive loading. 
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The interna1 node measurements included profihg the signal on the power(VEù line 

as shown in Fig. 6.19. 

Fig. 6.19: Piwer and ground rails on die 

Measurements were made dong the VEE line starting fiom the 5th celi from the end of 

the line. The probe was moved four cells for each measurement corresponding to roughly 

600 pm per movement over a total distance of 6 mm. The first three measurement points 

are shown in Fig. 6.20. 
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Fig. 6.20: VEE rail along with first three memurernent points 

The conductors were quite large and covered the entire cantileva during the measure- 

ment. This suggests that couphg to other conductors could be mioimized therefore ade- 

quate spatial resolution is achieved. The VEE 1" is comected to the power supply via 

eight pads on the left side of the die(Fig. 6.16). It runs directly down the center providing 

the necessary biasing for each amplifier block along the distnbuted amplifier. It is 

grounded at the right side via a MIM capacitor to the ground plane. Assuming the VEE 

line width is roughly 300 pm with a Ga& substrate thickness of 200 p, we can estimate 

the characteristic impedance of the line which yields roughly 33 Ohms. On a GaAs sub- 

strate at 10 GHz, a full wavelength would be roughly 10 mm, meaning that the VEE b e  is 

slightly larger than a half wavelength. 
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Fig. 6.21 demonstrates the mea~u~ed amplitude and phase along the VEE Iine with a 

phase reference at the f h t  measurement point 

Fig. 6.21: Amplilude ondphase distribution along VEE Iine 

The characteristic does seem to have a standing wave characteristic. Notice at the 

midpoint(3 mm), the voltage reaches a nul1 (c -20 dB) and the phase does a radical phase 

shift of 230'. It is unlikely the observed behavior is due to signals coupling through the 

active circuitry since there is very high isolation on the biasing transistors. A more plau- 

sible explanation would be to consider the VEE and signal lines as coupled lhe structures. 

This is possible since the coupled lines are in fact larger than half a wavelength rneaning 

that coupled line resonances may occur which seems to be the case in Fig. 6.16. At a sim- 
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dation standpoint, the 1 s t  few amplifier stages are seeing a 460 mVp, signal on the VEE 

line which will severely disrupt the biasing control on the amplifier. 

6.1.3 Inserton Loss Measurement of Output T-Line 

In this section, the insertion loss of the output transmission line was measured to 

obtain a more realistic estimation of the gain of the amplifier at 10 GHz. Fig. 6.22 shows 

the output transmission line and connector. 

Fig. 6.22: Nortel arnplzjier output transmission Zine 

Measmement of the input T-line loss is very dlfficult, so we will assume that loss is 

negligible and reference poa 1 in Fig. 6.22 is identical to the input connector reference 

plane. The output line loss can be extracted by measuring the signal on the output line 

near the bondwire and measuring the signal after it passes through the output connector. 

This was achieved by using a small coaxial cable with a mal1 notch cut in the grounding 

shield. The cable had an approximate loss of -0.5 dB at 1 O GHz which was factored out of 

the meaSuTement. The measurernent point on the output T-line is shown in Fig. 6.23. 
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M e m e n  
Point 

Fig. 6.23: Norte1 amplifier aZong Mth connecting transmission lines 

The measurement results yielded the following voltage levels: 

Using the measured values, the loss of the output h e  can be estimated to be 

v output Loss = = -2.4 dB 
' n i n e  

Neglecting loss on the input line, the insertion gain of the amplifier at 10 GHz is more 

realistically 10.5 dB rather than the measured 8.1 dB in Fig. 6.14. Incorporating the Iosses 

on the input line as well will mean that the actual SZ1 will be larger than 10.5 dB. 
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6.7.4 Internal Node Measurements of Distnbuted Anrplzjîers 

Intemal node rneasurernents were made at the terminal ports of both distriiuted ampli- 

fiers as shown in Fig. 6.24. The input signal to the buffer was -8.6 dBm as mentioned 

before. 

Input 

D istribut ed 
A ~ P  

O A - output 

Fig. 6.24: Cascaded dishibuted arnpizifiers and pmbe locations 

The measaxement results are tabulated below in Table 6.1. 

Table 6.1: Intemal node measurements at 10 GHz 
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Using thîs data we c m  estimate the gain of the cascaded distrï'buted amplifier to be 

roughly 13 dB. The measured gain (S2L) of the amplifier accounting for the output trans- 

mission line loss is about 10.5 dB. The 2.5 dB discrepency may be the result of attenua- 

tion in the input buffer circuitry, losses on the input transmission line and mismatch on the 

input port. Voltage levels on the input of the buffer could not be probed due to close prox- 

h i t y  to the input bondwires. 

The on-die output voltage measurement of 1.04 Vpp (node 8 in Table 6.1) is very close 

to the 1-03 Vpp measured on the output transmission Line in section 6.7.3. The discrepency 

may be the result of the bondwire inductance and coupling effects (spatial resolution) of 

the probe inside the circuit. 

The effects of signals on the VEE line may be used to explain the unusual signai varia- 

tions dong the distributed amplifiers. Anomalies occur between node pairs (1,2) and (5,7) 

where the signal levels are being amplified. This seems initially strange since it occurs on 

the input transmission lines where amplification should not occur. You would expect a 

lossy travelling wave behavior dong the input line. This odd behavior was later confirmeci 

by Nortel Networks. 

6.8 Summary 

The V Q  modulation technique appears to be successful. The standing and travelling 

wave measurements are in close agreement to the theoretical mathematical equations 

which proves the accuracy of the phase and amplitude measurements. Non-invasive inter- 

na1 node measurements at 10 GHz were performed on the Nortel phase shifier and ampli- 

fier- The non-contact nature of the instrument allows for observing transmission line 

effects on ground and power supply meîal which is ofien the cause of failure in many high 
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fiequency designs. In the next chape, we will investigate the invasiveness of the instru- 

ment, 



Chapter 7: Imasiveness 

7.1 Imasnteness Model 

Invasiveness is very important in assessing the performance of any probing instniment. 

Imrasiveness is d&ed through the amount of circuit loading. O h  a probing instrument 

may have hi& bandwidth but may be too invasive for intemd node probing. A typid  

parasitic model for a probe is shown in Fig. 7.1. 

/ Probe Point 
Interconnect Line -/ 

Fi. 7.1: Imusiveness model 

The loading effect c m  be quantifmi by the amount of deviation between the mea~ulled 

signal and the unloaded signal. Using linear circuit theory we can estimate this in temis of 

probe and circuit impedances using 

%doaded Z circuit + 

For probing input and output ports of rnicrowave circuits, the invasiveness is usually 

quite small for most probes. This is mainly because of the low input impedânce of 50 or 

25 Ohms. Unfortunately intemal nodes often do not operate at low base impedance since 



fiom node to node, the input impedance can vary substantially. The interna1 nodes of 

hi& gain ampliners wiU often have much larger input impedances between stages there- 

fore more susceptable to loading. The problem becomes worse at higher fiequency due to 

a decrease in loading impedance. A probing instrument must have a very high loading 

impedance to be usefiil for probing intemal nodes of microwave integrated circuits. In 

typical contact probes, the loading impedmce may vary fkom small in matched impedance 

probes to quite high in active probes. In active probes the loading is dominated by the gate 

capacitance of the input transistor. 

Z2 Iitvasiveness in EFM 

Due to the non-contact name of the jnsîrument, the probe loading impedance is domi- 

nately capacitive limited by the coupling capacitance, Cp(x,y,z), between the probe and 

mea~ufement conductor. A iow fiequency equivalent circuit mode1 is demonstrated in Fig. 

7.2. The appropriate mode1 and values can Vary depending on the probe-circuit geome- 

tries. 

I 

Circuit 1 
I 

RS 
1 Probe Circuitry 
1 (output amplifier) 

Fig. 7.2: Equivalent circuit rnodel 

A series resistance has been added to mode1 the resisbnce between the silicon block 

and the momting 50 Ohm transmission line. This resistance will be neglected in this chap- 



ter. in the subsequent sections we will attempt to estimate the coupling capacitance as 

compared to simulation. 

7.3 Simuhtion of loading Cupucifance 

The non-contact nature EFM makes the coupling capacitance a very important compo- 

nent in assessing the overall invasiveness. Simulation have been done which mode1 only 

the capacitive coupling to the probe tip. The plot in Fig. 7.3 demonstrates the loading 

capacitance between a typicd EFM probe tip and a 1 p wide conductor as a function of 

lateral position for a 200 nm probe to circuit spacing. This demonstrates l e s  than 1 fF of 

loading capacitance. 

-3.5 -3 -2.5 -2 -1.5 -1 -0.5 O 0.5 1 1.5 2 

probe position ( pm ) 
Fig. 73: Loading capacitance simulation resuh 



Notice that there is less than 1 fF of loading capacitance wen when the probe is posi- 

tion directly overtop of the conductor (0.7 tF). Of course this number is very idealized 

because it ody  includes the parasitic effect of the probe tip. In reality, the tip is mounted 

on a large conductive beam which could add to the total capacitance depending on the cir- 

cuit geometry and will be the focus of the next section. 

7.4 Robe Purusitic Capacitunce 

In the previous section, a 0.7 fF loading capacitance was simulated but in reality it 

could be many orders of magnitude worse due to other parasitics. There are three major 

sources of capacitance which include the tip, cantilever beam and mounting block as 

shown in Fig. 7.4. 

50 Ohm feed line 

Fig. 7.4: Dzremnnt sources of Zoading capacitance 

The total capacitance will be &en by the sum of ail three and the dominance of any 

particular capacitance will vary with probing geometry. In probing MHIC (Microwave 

hybnd integrated circuit) where transmission h e s  are large in width(107s of j.m to mm), 

the block capacitance wiIl dominate. In RFIC probing where intercomects are smaller 

(pm to 10's of p) the effects of block capacitance are substantiaiiy smaller and the tip 

and beam capacitance will dominate. In the next few sections, we wili attempt to meamae 



the equivalent capacitance on a large MHIC 50 Ohm microstrip and a small RFIC scale 

CPW. 

7.5 Capacitance Estimation on a MRJC 50 Ohm Microslrip 

An attempt was made to isolate al l  three sources of capacitance through measurement 

at three positions dong the cross section of a 5 mm wide 50 Ohm microstrip as shown in 

Fig. 7.5. The measurement locations included: (1) entire block, cantilever beam and tip 

overtop the conductor, (2) probe tip and cantilever beam overtop the conductor and (3) 

ody  the probe tip overtop the conductor. In this measmement a NT-MDT CSCS 12/W2C - 

type E tip was used[ 1 51. 

50 Ohm 
VNA tenninator 

3 .6~1 .O mm 
Block 

Conductor 
Cross-section 

Fig. 7.5: Coupling capacitance meaurentent se* 

The measurement was performed using a vector network analyzer defining the micros- 

trip transmission line as port 1 and port 2 as the output of the probe. The insertion loss 

(S21) was measured to estimate the degree of coupling. A probe to circuit spacing of 500 



MI was maintâined using a z-axis positioning piezo. The first order high pass iilter model 

shown pralously in Fig. 7 2  will be used for cornparison. 

The insertion loss over a 6 GHz bandwidth in position #1 is shown in Fig. 7.6. 

z+ 1 st order high mode1 

-1 50 
O 2 4 6 

Frequency (GHz) 
Fig. 7.6: Coupling characteristic atposition #I 

Notice that the hi& pass filter model presented in Fig. 7.6 is in agreement with the 

measured over the first 2 GHz. The deviation after 2 GHz may be the result of poor 

matching on the microstrip and mismatch on the probe PCB. From Fig. 7.6, the extracted 

low frequency capacitance is roughly 78 fi which is much larger than the original simu- 

lated 0.7 fF. The dominant source of couphg is the large cantilever block(3.6 x 1 mm) 

which is used for mounting the probe. 

The next figure(Fig. 7.7) demonstrates the measurement at the second position includ- 

ing only the probe tip and cantilever beam overtop of the conducto. 



I 

O 2 4 6 

Frequency (GHz) 
Fig. 7.7: Coupling character&ic atposition #2 

The loading capacitance has dropped by more than 50% to 35 fF. There is sti l l  sub- 

stantial coupling to the sidewd of the block in this position. 

The last measurement was taken with only the tip of the probe overtop of the measure- 

ment conductor. The results are shown in Fig. 7.8, indicating a coupling capacitance of 20 

fF. The measmernent still includes a substantial contribution fiom the block sidewall 

capacitance. 



-140' I 
O 2 4 6 

Frequency (GHi) 

Fig. 7.8: Couphg characteristic at postion #3 

This measurement obviously does not consist of only the tip capacitance of 0.7 fF 

since there is still substantial coupiing to the cantilever beam and block. It is quite easy to 

identiQ that the block capacitance is domkathg by simply adjusting the probe to circuit 

spacing and monitoring the change in coupling. In position #3, the probe was moved fiom 

the initial 500 nm to 6 C C ~ ,  with negligiile change in couphg. If the tip capacitance was 

dominating, a significant couphg change would have been observed. 

A loading capacitance of 78 fF is still adequate for 1 - 1 0 GHz measurements on micro- 

wave hybnd transmission lines but will start to exhibit loadkg effects above 10 G&. At 

16 GHz, the capacitive reactance is 128 Ohms which is not too f a .  fiom the 50 Ohm sys- 

tem impedance. Measurement of the tip capacitance must be done through the use of 

smaUer conductor geometries that suppress the block coupling. 



1.6 Capacitance Estimation using SmaU CP WStrucfures 

In this section, a more accurate estimation of the tip capacitance wi l l  be made by using 

the caliiration CPW structure seen in the previous chapter. Simila. to section 7.5, three 

rnea~u~ments were made as shown in Fig. 7.9- 

Fig. 7.9: Loading capacitance rneasurernent using a CP Wshzcchrre 

The measurement was pdorrned at 6 GHz to enhance the amount of coupled signal 

above the noise floor of the instrumentation. A 6 GHz signal was injected onto the line 

using a matched impedance on-wafer probe and the output of the EFM probe was con- 

nected to a repetitive sampling oscilloscope. The probe was placed 500 MI above the 

unpassivated h e .  Using the first order high pass model, the loaduig capacitance can be 

estimated by the coupled signal amplitude as indicated in Table 7.1. 



Table 7.1: Capacitance measuremenb on a CPWslnrchrre 

In this case, the Loading capacitance has decreased significantly to a few feptoferads. 

This is much smailer than for most contact probes which can add around 40-100 £F of 

loading capacitance. In this case, the equivalent capacitance is dominated by the tip and 

cantilever beam and is much closer to the simuZated 0.7 fF. It is important to note that the 

rneasurement was made very close to the noise floor of the oscilloscope which could incur 

a possible 50% error in the results. 

7.7 Capacitance Estimaiion using Coupled Line Resonator- 

The measurement of capacitance in the femptoferad range is often veq difficdt using 

conventional network analyzers or oscilloscopes. In this section, a coupled line resonator 

will be used as a capacitance sensor to measure the loading capacitance. The coupled line 

resonator is indicated below in Fig. 7.10. 

Output Power -CB% 3 

Input Power 
P - k  Pmbe Point (on wire) 

o 4 4 ' 7  - 
Fig. 7.10: Coupled line resonator 



A small diameter wire was added to the end to minimize the capacitance contriiution 

of the mounîhg silicon block. In this resonator, a capacitive load will change the phase of 

the reflected wave which results in a change in the resonant fiequency. The shift in reso- 

nrtnce can be measured using a network analyzer. The measurement yielded a loading 

capacitance of approximately 14 E for a 200 nm probe to circuit spacing. Unfortunately 

there is stiU couphg to the cantilever beam and block making it dïfficult to measure the 

tip capacitance in this manner. 

7.8 Sunrmas, 

Zn this chapter we have attempted to mesure the loading capacitance of the EFM 

probe. In probing transmission lines on hybrid microwave circuits, the loading capacitance 

can be as large as 80 fF due to the large conductive probe block. At 10 GHz this corre- 

sponds to roughly 200 Ohms which is still quite high for probing most 50 Ohm systems. 

For measurements above 20 GHz, the loading effect would befome too large. Fortunately 

while probing inside RFICs where geometries are reduced, the amount of loading capaci- 

tance may be several femptoferads which will allow for non-invasive intemal node mea- 

surements well into the millimeter wave region. 
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Chapter 8: Spaliul Resoiution 

8.1 D@nition of Spariar Resolution in EFM 

In the previous sections we have discussed invasiveness in the context of EFM. This 

concept deals primdy with the coupling capacitance of the probe to the measurement 

conductor. In assessing spatid resolution, the operative parameter is the coupling capaci- 

tance gradient[34] as given b y the probe deflection 

Since the ddection is proportional to capacitance gradient, then the spatial resolution 

will be defined by the steepness of the gradient profile as a hc t ion  of laterai movement. 

A numerical simulation of the gradient prome of a probe tip located 200 nm above a 1 pn 

wide conductor is shown in Fig. 8.1. 

-3.5 -3 -2.5 -2 -1 -5 -1 -0.5 O 0.5 1 1.5 2 

probe position ( pm ) 
Fig. 8.1: Capacitance gradient simulation overtop a I p n  wide conductor 
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From the above graph, the capacitance derivative rolls off much steeper than the 

capacitance does. We cm estimate the spatial resolution by measuring the FWHM (Full 

Wïdth Half Max) of the derivative profile which is about 1 p. Keep in mind that this 

simulation only includes the probe tip and not the whole cantilever which will degrade the 

resolution. This will be studied in the next section. 

In probing RFICs, mechanical crosstalk Erum other conductors wiIl manifest itself in 

tenns of parasitic capacitance derivatives not parasitic capacitance as in circuit level 

crosstalk. Let us consider the following mode1 of a typical probe point shown in Fig. 8.2. 

ac, 
Parasitic Z T  P C j  azT @am TaZ 

Conductors 

Fig. 8.2 : Typical parasitic probing envimnrnent 

If we neglect the cunductor interaction with the beam, we cm express the rneasu~ed 

deflection using 

Desired Signal Crosstalk Signal 
(N = # of parasitic conductors) 
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If the effects of crosstatk are s i e c a n t ,  both the phase and amplitude nulling WU be 

affected. The measured phase will be determined by averaging the null points s a t i s w g  

The corresponding amplitude null will be solved using 

8.2 Generalized Spatial Resoluîim in EFM 

In the previous section, we have shown that the spatial resolution is approximately 1 

jun which included o d y  the probe tip. In reality there are other parasitics which makes 

the actual spatial resolution of the instrument much worse than I p. In the analysis in 

the 1 s t  section, it was assumed the only source of coupling was the tip of the probe. This 

is not completely true, due to the presence of the large cantilever beam shown in Fig. 8.3, 

conductors can easily couple to this structure causing the beam to deflect. 

Fig. 8 3  : Electmstatic interaction with the cantilever beam 

The whole beam is not susceptable to forces due to increasing mechanical isolation as 

one moves towards the pivot point. The rnost sensitive region is near the tip, within the 
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nrst quater length of the beam. We c m  refine the mathematics to include the effects of the 

beam which is a very diilicult problem since the beam itself is distri'butive, with a .  effec- 

tive spring constant that varies with position. We can express the net defiection using the 

following general form similar to eqn. 8.2 as 

Each deflection term is given a specific positive weight (Fk) which is a complex h c -  

tion of spring constant, capacitance derivative and location of parasitic conductor in 

respect to the catilever beam. Analytical computation of these weights are quite difficult 

and beyond the scope of this research. Fortunately the relative sizes of these weights can 

be estimated experimentally. In microwave circuits, signal lines are not as densely packed 

m e  in most digital circuits with a common conductor configuration that would include a 

signal line surrounded by ground and power supply metal as in CPW structures. We will 

assume the dominant form of parasitic coupling will be fiom DC potential carrying con- 

ductors, as shown in Fig. 8.4. 

T Ground or power rail T 

Fig. 8.4: Pamritic interaction with DCpotential canying conductors 
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We can relate our generalized deflection formula to accomodate parasitic conductors 

with dc potential using eqn. 8.5 with Vk = O which yields 

N 

The above equation simplifies dramatically, with all parasitic defiection te- induced by 

the presence of modulation offset(A). This is very interesting because if we attempt to 

perform phase nulling, the equation simplifies to the following: 

Measured Phase: @* = $c 

The interesting thing to note here is that in the presence of cross talk due to DC potentids, 

the measured phase is stiil correct. Unfortunately, the error will manifest itself in the mea- 

sured amplitude as gïven by eqn. 8.6 with Qp=@= as 

Solving for A yields the amplitude nuil point 

The parasitic DC conductors will decrease the effective measured amplitude between the 
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In the ideal case Fp >> Fk we c a .  use the limit 

The limiting case results in the null point converging to the amplitude of the desired RF 

signal. In the next section, we will attempt to look at a three conductor system and attempt 

to assess the relative magnitude of the weights in eqn. 8.6. 

8.3 Amplitude and Phase Projie along Cross-SecfrOn of a CP W 

In this section, a three conductor system of a CPW was used to investigate the relative 

sizes of the weights Fk in eqn. 8.6 as a hc t ion  of probe position. Let us consider a three 

conductor system as shown in Fig. 8.5. 

Gnd Gnd 

Fig. 8.5: CP W three conductor system 

The necessary equations for a three conductor system are given using eqn. 8.7 and 8.9 

9, = $, For any probe position 



If the instrument has ideal spatial resolution, the amplitude and phase profile indicated 

in Fig. 8.6 should be measured, neglecting dielectric spacing between conductors. 

A 

Fig. 8.6: Amplitude andphmepmfile for ideal spatial r~ulution 

In practice, the measured amplitude and phase will not be so ideal since overtop each 

conductor, the 0 t h  weights do not go to zero. An amplitude and phase scan was per- 

formed overtop a 50 Ohm CPW structure on a GaAs substrate. The structure has a 10 p 

wide center conductor and a 9 p ground spacing. The scan was perfomed at a 25' angle 

to facilitate the use of on-wafèr probes to energize the center conductor as shown in Fig 

8.7. AU dimensions have been adjusted to account for the 25' angle. 

Fig. 8.7: GUAS CP W structure and cmss-sectional viav ut a 2 9  angle 
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In the previous figure, all dimensions have been scaled to account for the 2S0 scan 

path. The scan sbrted at the end of the first ground conductor and moved 40 pm, measur- 

ing the amplitude and phase at each point The scanning was performed using piao  posi- 

tioners which can perfiorm 1 pm movements quite easily. During the measurement, a 2.2 

pm probe to passivation spacing was maintained. The probe height was maintaineci by 

manuaiiy moving the z-axis piezo until the probe touches. At this point, the z-axis p i ao  is 

moved up 2.2 p. The measurernent results are shown next in Fig. 8.8. 

Fig. 8.8: Measured amplitude und phase profile versus probe position 

From this plot, we can see the relative magnitudes of ai l  three weights Fpy FI, F2 as a 

function of position. As expect fiom eqn. 8.12, the mea~u~ed phase rem& constant even 
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while the amplitude varies. After 30 pm, a phase shift of 180° is encomtered due to a 

s m d  ground bounce signal. The measured amplihide varies signifimtly with position as 

expected fiom eqn. 8.12 where the lack of symmetry is explained by the large cantilever 

beam. At the beginning of the scan, the large beam is overtop the center conductor which 

enhances the Fp weight and uicreases the null point O n  the other side of the center con- 

ductor, the measured amplitude drops off quite quickly as expected. Overtop the last 

m u n d  plane results in a small signal comesponding to mail &round bounce in the mea- 

surement circuit. 

Attempting to quanti@ spatial resolution is quite difficult since it depends on conduc- 

tor geometry and probe to circuit spacing. In the case of the srnaIl CPW structure with 2-2 

p u  spacing, the spatial resolution is probably between 20-30 p. Probing an unpassivated 

version would produce a scan closer to the ideal demonstrateci in Fig. 8.6. 

8.4 Measured Amplitude Variation with Probe tu Circuit Spacing 

Another way to assess the degree of parasitic couphg is to measure amplitude null 

point versus probe to circuit spacing. Using the same three conductor system and placing 

the probe tip overtop the rniddle of the centter conductor, the probe height could be varied 

using the z-axis piezo as shown in Fig. 8.9. 

1.9: Variable height measurement on the CPWstnrcfum 



This experiment aliows us to investigate the dominance of the center conductor signal 

relative to the parasitic ground conductor signals. Re-arranging eqn. 8.12 derived in the 

previous section yields 

Using the sensiivity of the d point on probe to circuit spacing, z, we can obtain a 

good approximation to the relative size of the (Fl+F2)/FP ratio. 

In Fig, 8.10, the nonnalized ndl point vs height is plotted for the CPW. The same 

expriment was perfomied over a 100x100 jm pad for çomparison. 

Fig, 8.10: AmpIihrde null point versus pmbe to circuit spacing 
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It is apparent in the case of the CPW structure, the ratio (FI+Fd/Fp is quite si@cant 

do to the large variation in null point with probe position. In the case of the 100x100 pn 

PAD, the entire cantilever probe was overtop the RF conductor where Fp dominates over 

any other parasitic weight resulting in very little amplitude sensitivity with position. In 

the case of the CPW, the parasitic ground planes are much closer and contriiute greatly to 

the measured effective amplitude. 

Notice that the nuIl point profle for the CPW in Fig. 8.10 resembles a typicd capaci- 

tance derivative distribution. This makes sense maihematicdy if we consider the varia- 

tion of the weights Fk with respect to position. In our case, let us assume that the weights 

c m  be express4 as 

We will assume that the Fp characteristic is similar to a parallel plate capacitor as given by 

where K is some constant. It is reasonable to assume that the parasitic weights of the 

ground planes are constant in respect to z relative to Fp since they are more than 10 p 

away. 

F + F2 = constant = B (8- 16) 

A rough sketch of these weights for mal! probe displacements are shown in Fig. 8.1 1. 
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Fig. 8.11: Ap~imnteficnctiom for F' weightr with probe to c imi t  spacing 

If we substitute for Fp and F1+F2 into eqn. 8.14, we can foxm the ampiitude nul1 equa- 

This produces a family of curves, as  shown in Fig. 8.12, where the slope depends on the 

relative coupling (ratio BK) between parasitic and memement conductor. 

Similar to 100x1 O0 p PAD 

Fig. 8.1 

- 

increasing 
parasitic 
coupling 

2: TmicaZ nul lin^ trends with variable ~ m b e  to circuit svacin~ 
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The top curve represents a situation similar to probing the 100x100 pm PAD while the 

second may be more indicative of the small CPW structure. 

It is interesthg to note the shape of the curve, which can present problems for probing 

passivated circuits. In the Grst few chapters, it was mentioned that a positive merit of the 

nulling technique is that it eliminates the need for accurate probe placement. This was 

assrmiing that parasitic conductors were not present during the measurement. In the case 

of the CPW structure, we can plot the approximate shape of the nulling point gradient of 

eqn. 8.17 as shown in Fig. 8-13. 

Fig. 8.13: NuZZingpoint gradient versus probe to c i m i t  spacing 

The curve has been divided into tbree regions. The fint region is when the probe is 

vey close to the circuit where coupling to the target conductor dominates (Fp » Fd and 

therefore the sensitivity is quite small. As we move farther away, we enter region #2 

where the sensitivity becomes quite large which is not the desired region of operation. 



Lady in the third region, the slope decreases again but this is a region of poor S N R  since 

the Fp weight has bewme too s m d  for good noise pafomance. Also, the measured 

amplihide will be an averaged version of the signal on the target and parasitic conductors. 

In the case of the CPW structure used in this chapter, we are dehitely operating in region 

#2 due to the large slope seen earîlier in Fig. 8.10. The passivation point is probably 

located near the peak of the nulling point derivative profile as shown in Fig. 8.13. Clearly 

in this case the passivation layer prevents measurements in the desired region #l. In the 

case of the 100x100 p m  PAD measurement, the parasitic effect of other conductors was 

much smaller therefore we were probably operating in the desked region #I. 

It is apparent that the instrument does not have enough spatial resolution to probe a 

passivated signal line when ground or power conductors are 10 pm away. To achieve bet- 

ter spatial resolution, it may be necessary to probe unpassivated circuits to ensure opera- 

tion in region #I of Fig. 8.1 3. 

8.5 Summury 

Due to the non-contact nature of the instrument there is always a compromise between 

invasiveness and spatial resolution. In the case of the passivated CPW structure consid- 

ered in this chapter, there is not ample spatial resolution. This may rcquire the probing of 

unpassivated circuits when other parasitic conductors are in close proximity. To ensure 

ample spatial resolution, it is necessary to place most of the cantilever beam overtop of the 

measurement conductor as in d e  case for the 100x100 pm pad seen in this chapter. In dig- 

ital circuits, interconnect &es c m  be several microns in width making this impossible 

when doing pulse sampling. Fortunately in RFICS, conductor sizes are larger mainly to 
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accomodate higher current density(bias currents) ancl power leveis which greatly reduces 

error due to parasitic interaction. 
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Chapter 9: Vecor Voltage Memurements .rrf 16 GHz 

9.1 High Frequency Considerations 

In this section, we will attempt to perfonn vectior measu~ements at 16 GHz. There are 

several considerations to be made before çonttinuimg. The f h t  consideration is that the 

rnea~u~ement wavelength is becoming increasingly smaIler (h < 1.9 cm) which means that 

any movement of cables and connectors may r e d t  in large error in the phase. 

Fig. 9.1: Bending of cables result in changes in elechical Iengh 

W h e v e r  a cable is bent, the physicd 1eng-h changes which results in a change in 

electrical length. At low fiequencies when AL « h, the resulting phase shift will be neg- 

ügible. Unforhinately at higher frequencies like 1 6  GHz there c m  be 3 to 4' phase differ- 

ences by cable bendhg. Aaother problem occurs when applying different levels of torque 

to connectors. Using a network analyzer, the amount of appkd torque was varied which 

results in 10' differences in the measured phase a t  16 GHz. These are the kinds of mors 

which will affect the accuracy of phase mea~u~emients during calibration. Fortunately 

ampliiude is not nearly as sensitive which should allow for accurate amplitude measure- 
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The second consideration is the increased coupling which s h d d  not be a serious 

problem if srnall transmission line structures are probed. In chapter 7, probing over the 

srnall caliiration 50 Ohm CPW results in loading capacitances of a few femptofarads 

which does not have a significant loading eEect at 16 GHz. The loadïng impedance would 

be approximately 5 KQ which relative to a 50 C2 system is still very srnall. In this chapter 

the measurement sample will be the calibration 50 CPW which was used for the 10 

GHz measurements. We can estimate the Ioading irnpedance using a typical RFIC cou- 

pling capacitance value obtained in chapter 7 as indicated in Fig. 9.2. 

Zload(at 16 GHz) = 50 + j4974 O 

Fig. 9.2: Equivalent circuit at Id GHz 

9.2 Hardware Description 

Moderate changes have been made to the original 10 GHz measurement hardware to 

accomodate 16 GHz. The hardware still rnakes use of the GTMicrowave IQ modulator, 

HP amplifier and Avantek amplifier. The only changes were the addition of higher fie- 

quency power splitters and couplers as indicated in Fig. 9.3. 
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Picosecond Pulse 
splitter 

Computer 

Hg. 93: 16 GHZ measuremnt block diagram 

8349B HP 
Amplifier MCL 3 dB 

In this setup the isolator was no longer needed since a 180° -3 dB hybrid coupler was 

used as the initial power divider. This component has a -22 dB isolation at 16 GHz which 

effectively decouples the probe and stimulus circuitry. The source was producing 6 dBm 

O dBm+ 
6 dBm 

and with the comecting cable loss and the insertion loss of the coupler, there was approx- 

Attenuator 

imately O dBm of input power into the IQ modulator. This was v d e d  using a power 

meta at the input port. The remaining portion of the probe circuitry is identical to the 10 

- 

GHz measurement setup. The circuit stimulus section uses a picosecond pulse power 

- 
GTMicrowave 

splitter to provide a potential trigger signal to a repetitive sampling oscilloscope. A com- 

bination of 22 dB attenuators and output amplifier provides a maximum circuit output 

power of 13 dBm. 

9.3 UQ ModuZafor Calibration at 16 GHz 

For accurate measwements it is required to M y  characterize the GTMïcrowave I/Q 

modulator at 16 GHz. The characterization was done using a repetitive sampling oscillo- 

scope as shown in Fig. 9.4. 

-.=Y- 
coupler 

VQ Modulator 
=aF sfope 

83595A R F  MCL Attenuators To circuit 

= 13 dBm 

Avantek 
Source 'Amplifier 
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O dBm -6 dB i 

IQ 8349B Tek Scope 
Modulator 

Fig. 9.4: UQ Modulator churacteriiatiun setup 

To facilitate memurement of a 16 GHz signal, a divide by 8 prescalar was ernployed 

to synthesize a 2 GHz trigger signal. Similar to the 10 GHz measurements, the amplitude 

and phase was mestsued dong the 1 and Q axis. The phase measurement was done by 

capturing a reference waveform at the fk t  mea~u~ement instance. The system jitter was 

measured to be about 10' at 16 GHi, making accurate phase measurements difficult, The 

phase is not too important, at least fiom the oscilIoscope it is possible to ver@ that the 

phase on the I and Q axis remains constant within 10'. The meas-ured amplitude character- 

istic for both the 1 and Q axis is shown in Fig. 9.5. 
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.a..-...*.*....-.....-..... 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Attenuation Factor 

Fig. 9.5: M m r e d  VQ modulator characteristic at 16 G E  

The phase measurements did not deviate fiom the jitter margin of the oscilloscope so 

we will assume that the 1 and Q axis are phase invariant to attenuation. 

Using the same software compensation technique, we can solve for the necessary 

transformation equations to achieve identical characteristics dong both 1 and Q axis for a 

given attenuation setting. The resulthg plot in Fig. 9.6 demonstrates the software compen- 

sated characteristic. 
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..-..........- 

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 
Attenuation Factor 

Fig. 9.6: Software compensated UQ rnodulator characteristic ut 16 GfIr 

As before, the software compensation was successful in achieving identical character- 

istics dong each modulator axis. 

9.4 Vector Measurements on a CPWStructure 

Vector measurements were attempted at 16 GHz on a smaii 50 Ohm dibation CPW 

structure. This structure is identical to the one used in the 10 GHz measurernents, having 

a 70 pn wide center conductor with 30 pm ground spacing on top of a sapphire substrate. 

Initiaily, a 4.2 dBm signai was place. onto the transmission line via a matched impedance 

on-wafkr probe. Different attenuators were inseited to vary both amplitude and phase of 

the signal on the transmission line as shown in Fig. 9.7. 
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Fig. 9.7: 16 Gh5 meusurernents on a CPWstructum 

The 50 Ohm coaxial cable feeding the on-wafêr probe has a loss of -2.8 dB at 16 GHz 

which was v d e d  usuig a network analyzer. The attenuators were also classified in both 

amplitude and phase using the same network analyzer as shown in table 9.1. 

Table 9.1: Network Anat'jmr measured attenuator characteTstic at 16 Gh5 

The EFM and network analyzer meaSuTements are show in Fig. 9.8. 

Attenuator 

-3 dB 

-6 dB 

- 

A 4  

-3.5 ~BL-7' 

-6.2 d~/ -3 '  
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Fig. 9.8: EFM versus Neîwork analyzer measurernents at 16 GEz 

Fig. 9.8(a) demonstrates the nomalized nulling voltage(A) vs input power levei. As 

expected the curve is linear over a 20 dB dynamic range. The curve suggests a maximum 

measurable signal of 8 dBm(A = O dB) and a minimum lower than -15 dBm. Again the 

minimum signal depends very much on the proximity of the probe to the circuit and the 

conductor geometry. 

Fig. 9.8(b), demonstrates the measured amplitude and phase in vector space. Notice 

that the EFM and network analyzer results are in close agreement. The EFM rnea~u~ed 

phases were within 8' fiom the network analyzer memernent for each attenuator combi- 

nation. As mentioned before, we c m  expect up to 10' of phase variation with combina- 

tions of bending cables and torqing cornectors. 
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9.5 Measurement of a Wuleoand Amplzjïer at 16 GHz 

Vector voltage meaSuTements were made on the same distri'ibuted amplifier seen earil- 

ier in chapter 6. The insertion gain of the amplifier was measured using an HP power 

meter as shown in Fig. 99. 

Pin = -%O dBm 
____) 

Power Eb-1 Z 6 d .  

Fig. 9.9: Imertion Ioss rneasurement at 16 GHz 

The amplfier's performance is very poor at this fiequency since it is a c W y  attenuat- 

ing the input signal by 10.6 dB. The measured insertion loss is within 2 dB of the Nortel 

measurement of - 12 dB nom Fig.6.14. Mea~u~ements were made on the output transmis- 

sion line to estimate the insertion loss of the output transmission line. Intemal node mea- 

surements on the first distributed amplifier stage were also made at 16 GHz. 

9.5.1 Insertion Loss Measurement of the Output Transmission Line 

The loss of the output line can be estimated by performing an inteml node measure- 

ment of the output transmission line directly d e r  the output pad and bondwire. The mea- 

surement point is indicated in Fig. 9.10. 
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Fig 9.10: Ou@ut îrumission line measunment ut 16 Ghk 

Using the measured voltage, the output power can be estimated assuming a 50 R sys- 

tem as 

Pout = -14.5 dBm 

Assuxning that the output power of the amplifier at the co~ector  is - 17.6 dBm as mea- 

sured using the power meter, the corresponding transmission line loss at 16 GHz is -3.1 

dB. Correspondly, this loss can be factored out of the measured insertion loss to estimate a 

more realistic S21 to be 

SZ1 = -10.6 + 3.1 = -7.5 dB 

with port 2 referenced fkom the output wirebond location. The actual insertion loss is 

probably smder since loss on the input transmission line bas not been accounted for. 
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9.5.2 Amplitude and Phase Profile of a Distri'bufed AmplFer 

Vector voltage measurements of a single 8 stage distnibuted amplij6er were performed 

as shown in Fig. 9.11. Measurenients included a m p h d e  and phase characterization at 

each stage on both the input and output line as denoted in Fig. 9.1 1. 

Fig. 9.1 1 : Distnbuted ampl$er with sample pmbing locations 

The signal was measured at the input of this amplifier stage which yielded approxi- 

mately 200 mVpp at 16 GHz. Several measurements were perfomied at various locations 

dong the VEE line to investigate power bounce effects at 16 GHz. These are denoted as 

nodes A,B and C.  The amplitude and phase measurements on the input and output line are 

demonstrated in Fig. 9.12. 
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Probe Point 

Fig. 9.12: Amplitude andpliase measunment of a dLrtributed amplifier 

The signal on the intput line resembles a travelling wave line since the measured ampli- 

tude stays relatively cumstant around 200 mVpp and the phase follows an almost linear 

characteristic. It a p p e m  that the line has an electrical length of 70' at 16 GHz. This is 

conceivable since the input line is matched temiinated to 50 Ohms. The output Line has a 

much different characteristic w k e  the amplitude degrades very rapidly over the entire 8 

cells starting fkom about 200 mVpp and dropping by -17 dB. It appûars very similar to a 

standing wave type prome. 

Mea~u~ements were made at three nodes dong the VEE line as indicated in Fig. 9.11 

and Table 9.2. 
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It is apparent that there are stiU large signals on the VEE h e  which decay very quickly 

as we move through the distributed amplifier stage. 

In this chapter, we have demonstrated 16 GHz measurement capability on transmis- 

sion lines using I/Q modulation. Intemal node measurements of a distributed amplifier 

were also demonstrated indicating a travelling wave distribution on the input line with an 

electrical length of 70° at 16 GHz. This measurement would be very difficult if not impos- 

sible using a contact probe due to excessive loading. Unfortunately, there was no func- 

tional circuit availabte at this frequency with known specifications f ~ r  cornparison. 
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Chapter IO: Vector Voltage Measurements using Frequency Upconversion 

10.1 High Frequency Sinusoid4C Measurement 

Sinusoida1 sampling has the advantage of having a SNR(Signa1 to Noise Ratio) which 

is independant of fkequency therefore it is suitable for millimeter wave measurernents. 

Assuming the same voltage level, measufements at 1 and 30 GHz wiU yield the same 

S N R  which is not tme in a pulse sampling technique. The question is what are the limita- 

tions of this kind of sampling? There are two major limitations, the &t being the effects 

of coupling and second, the availability of high fkequency components required to imple- 

ment the required modulation and phase shifhg. it was seen earlier on that the effects of 

coupling are stïl l  negligible for a 50 Ohm system weU into the millimeter wave range, 

therefore loading capacitance is not an immediate problem. The problem of implementing 

the modulation and phase shifang effectively cari present a more urgent problem. 

10.2 Extending EFMfor H w e r  Frequency Probing 

Fortunately, it is possible to utilize aU of the same low fiequency hardware and soft- 

ware used for the 1 and 2 GHz mea~u~ements presented in this research. This can be best 

explained considering a simple upconversion scheme as shown in Fig. 10.1. 

B = Conversion Loss 

v 
Fig. 10.1: Frequency upconvemion scheme 
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In this figure a sinusoida1 signal with both amplitude and phase information is passed 

through a mixer with a 1oca.I oscillator. The output is passed through a bandpass filter to 

pass the upper sideband (fi + fd. It is interesthg to note that the resulting signal has 

retained the same amplitude and phase information but has been translatecl to a higher fie- 

quency. This can be applied to the EFM circuitry to up-convert the modulated sampling 

signal a s  shown in Fig. 1 0.2. 

B = Conversion Loss 

Fig. 10.2: Upconversion of EFM modulated sampling signal 

This technique allows for the use of a lower fiequency moddator and phase shifter and 

upconverts the signal to the desired carrier fiequency using an upconversion mixer and 

bandpass hlta. The apped of this technique is that the same low fiequency components 

can be used for any measmernent fiequency. 

10.3 High Frequency EFM Hardware Descri$tion 

The hardware required is very similar to the version used in earfier chapters except for 

the addition of the upconversion mixers, filters and amplifiers. A typical high frequency 

measurernent scheme is shown in Fig. 10.3. 
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. 

Fig. 103: Highjkquency EFM hadware configuration 

To cvercome conversion loss of the mixers and modulators it will be necessary to use 

amplifiers at the output stage of both the probe and circuit stimulus sections. This method 

may reduce dynamic range depending on the linearily of the upconversion mixers. Also 

the cost of high fiequency mixers can approach several thousands of doilars which is a 

defmite disadvantage. Fig. 10.4 demonstrates the expected signds on both the probe and 

circuit. The probe signal would be compriseci of two sampling signals at the twt, sideband 

fiequaicies. The P factor is a measure of the fi-fi sideband rejection of the bandpass fil- 

ter. It is important to note thai the f2-fi fiequency results in an reversai phase response 

due to fiequency subtraction- The circuit side would also consist of the two sidebands and 

if we assume that the circuit under test has the same amplitude response at both sideband 

fiequencies, the lower sideband would also be scaled by p. 

Low Frequency 
EFM Hardware 

To Probe 

I 
I 

BPF Amp 

To circuit 

BPF Amp 
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Fig. 10.4: Pmbe and circuits signak along with ass~ciated hamonics 

If the above probe and circuit voltage is substituted into the non-linear force equation 

and solved for the fdresonant fiequency of probe) component wili yield 

The above equation suggests that for a larger lower sidebaud rejection, the smalier its 

effect on the mechanical signal. Due to the square in the force equation, if the bandpass 

filter has a 20 dB rejection at the lower sideband eequency, the resuiting mechanical rejec- 

tion is 40 The deflection characteristic was simulateci for different values of B 

which is shown in Fig. 10.5. The simulation has assumeci the worst case phase error where 

a, (fiom Fig. 10.4) is in quadrature to -$c. 
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Fig. 10.5: Normalized ddection characterktic ut dzyerent sidebund rejections. 

For s m d  rejection, the measured sinusoid includes a contribution fkom both the upper 

and lower sideband fiequencies. As the rejection approaches 20 dB, the contribution of 

the lower sideband is practicdy eliminated and the measured phase approaches the 

desired phase of the upper sideband. 

The largest amplitude error will occur when -$,-a, = 180' which is tabulated in Table 

10.1 dong with the maximum phase error fkom the previous simulation. 
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Table 10.1: Simulatedphase and amplitirde emrs under varying sideband rejection 

In order to achieve less than 10' error in measured phase, the filter rejection must be 

larger than 10 dB. 

In practice, there are other hmonics present due to LO-RF leakage at integer multi- 

ples of the LO fr-equency. These signals do not possess any modulated components and 

therefore they are mechanicaily filtered out by the probe. 

10.4 16 GHz Measurements using Frequency Upconversion 

The frequency upconversion technique will be demonstrated by perfonning vector 

measurements at 16 GHz. This will be done in cornparison to previous measurements 

made using the V Q  modulation technique(chapter 9). The EFM instrument will be oper- 

ated at 1.95 GHz and upconverted to 16 GHz using a 14.05 GHz LO source. AI1 ampli- 

tude and phase nulling will be perfomed at 1.95 GHz. The hardware is demonstrated in 

Fig. 10.6. 
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Fig. 10.6: Frequency upcortversion hardware block diagram 

The selection of LO and IF fiequency was done to accomodate the high Q rejection 

band of the flters for the lower sideband. The low fkequency section is driven by the 

Rhode and Schwarz RF generator which passes through a Minicircuits splitter with one 

haif going to the Relcom mixer and the other through a mmual phase shifkr. The relcom 

mixer is used to provide the modulation at the resonant frequency of the probe and imple- 

ment the amplitude nulling. The modulating signal originates from the DS345 funetion 

generator. The output of the relcom mixer is passed through 15 dB attmuation and an 

amplifier(MinicircUits ZFL-2G) to overcome the conversion loss of the mixer. The 1.95 

GHz signals are then upconverted using two Markimicrowave MlR-0920 mixers being 

driven by a 14.05 GHz LO souce. The upconversion results in two sidebands, one being 

12.1 GHz that is suppressed using the reject tilter and a 16 GHz component which is the 

measurement frequency of the instrument. The output signals are then amplified and 

driven onto the probe and circuit. 
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10.4.1 Relcont M W  Churu~fen'z~tion ut 1.95 GHz 

The relcom mixer was modulated at the IF port using a DS345 fimction generator 

which was also used in chapter 4 for the 1 and 2 GHz measurements. The LO port was 

driven with an input power of O dBm at 1.95 GHz. The RF port was ~ o ~ e c t e d  to a spec- 

tnmi analyzer as shown in Fig. 10.7. 

Rhode & Swartz Spectrum Analyzer 

Fig. 10.7: Relcom mixer characterikation at 1.95 GWZ 

A DC IF signal was varied fiom -120 to 120 mV and the output RMS voltage and 

power are p10tted in Fig. 10.8. 

Fig. 10.8: Relcom mixer characteristic at 1-95 GHi 
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The mixer has a linear characteristic up to and greater than -10 dBm. The leakage 

power for O dBm LO power was measured at -55 dBm which is negiigi'ble compared to the 

-10 &ni of maximum output power. 

10.4.2 Upconversion mixer characterizatfon 

In this experiment, two hi& fiequency mixers provided by MarkiMicrowave were 

used. The MIR-0920 has a 9-20 GHz bandwidth on the LO and RF and an IF bandwidth 

ranging fkom DC to 9 GHz. The mixer has a rated conversion loss of 5 dB with an LO-RF 

isolation of 35 dB. IF-RF isolation is aiso a very important consideration in EFM since it 

will produce a moddated IF signal on the probe. This mixer has a rated IF-RF isolation of 

25 dB which shodd be adequate for this application This mixer was characterized using 

an IF of 1.95 GHz and an LO of 14.05 GHz(7 mm) using a sirnilar setup as shown in Fig. 

10.7. A spectnim analyzer was used to measure the output power at the upper sideband 

(16 GHz) which is plotted dong with conversion loss in Fig. 10.9. 

-40 -30 -20 -10 ' O 10 -40 O -20 -10 0 1  10 
Pm(dBm) at 1.95 GHz PiF(dBm) at 1.95 GHz 

Fig. 10.9: MIR0920 mixer characterriation 
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The measured conversion loss in the linear range was approximately 5.7 dB which is 

within the tolenuice range specified in the data sheet The input 1 dB compression power 

was measured to be approximately 2.3 dBm. In the EFM instniment, the maximum input 

IF power level will be -5 dBm which is well within the linear range of the mixer. The IF to 

RF isolation was also measured at 1.95 GHz yielding 27 dB isolation relative to the 16 

GHz sideband. 

IO. 4.3 Sideband Rejection Faers 

In section 10.3, the necessity for a lower sideband tiIter was introduced and in this 

experiment the 12.1 GHz lower sideband must be suppressed. Since the sidebands are 

separated by roughly 4 GHz, it is possible to constnict a transmission line notch filter 

which will reject the 12.1 GHz and pass the 16 GHz signal. The filters were implemented 

using a single open-circuited stub implemented in microstrip as shown in Fig. 10.1 0. 

Fig. 10.10: Lower sideband rejection notchfiIter 

The two filters that were constructed had slightly different reject fiequencies and the 

high Q-factor made resonant fiequency alignment difficult. Both filters were tuned to a 

mutual resonant fkequency of 12.1 GHz. The insertion loss measurments were perfonned 

on both filters at 12.1 and 16 GHz as indicated in Table 10.2. 
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Table 10.2: Filter insertion loss rneasumments 

It is very diilicult to achieve an insertion Ioss < 20 dB when the fiequency exceeds 10 

GHz due to losses in the trSLllSmission line stub. Recalling section 10.3, eqn. 10.1, we can 

estimate the amount of rejection on the lower sideband defiection term to be roughly 33.7 

dB. The simulated phase error is 1.4' with a worst case measured amplitude of 0.96Vc. It 

appears that the level of filtering is sunicient for accurate measurements at the upper side- 

band fiequency. 

10.5 Transmission Line Meusurements using Frequency Upconversion 

Filter 

1 

2 

To prove the concept of m e n c y  upconversion, 16 GHz measurements were 

attempted on the same &%ration CPW used in severai of the earlier chapters. The CPW 

dong with probe point is demonstrated in Fig. 10.1 1. 

Fig. 10.11: Vector measumments of a CPWsfructure at f 6 G B  

147 

Loss (12.1 GHz) 

19.36 dB 

18.80 dB 

Loss (16 GHz) 

1.09 dB 

3.40 dB 

Rejection 

18.27 dB 

15.40 dB 
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The power level and phase was varied using the same caliirated attenuators used in 

chapter 9 for cornparison. Both amplihide and phase was mea~u~ed and compared to the 

network analyzer measurements and the results obtained at 16 GHz using the ï/Q modula- 

tion technique(chapter 9). 

10.5.1 Phase Measwement 

In this technique, the phase shifting was perfomed by manualiy adjusting physical 

length at 1.95 GHz using the HP8743B phase shifter. The phase shift incurred at 1.95 

GHz will translate directly to the phase shift of the 16 GHz signal. This was verified by 

adjusting physical length and measuring the required length for a full period of the 16 

GHz signal. The deflection characteristic as a function of added physical length is shown 

in Fig. 10.12. 

Fig. 10.12: Mechanical dejikction as afiu2ction ofphysical Iength 

The measured wavelength was approximately 154 mm which corresponds to a full 

wavelength at 1.95 GHz. This result indicates that a full wavelength shift at 16 GHz can be 

done by shifting the 1.95 GHz signal by 360°. This proves the concept of phase hearity 

of the upconversion mixers. 
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The 16 GHz phase response(re1ative to O dB attenuator phase) of the aatenuators was 

v d e d  and compared to the network analyzer and YQ modulator measurements in table 

10.3. 

Table 103:  Attenuator phase memurements using EFM and network analyzer 

The fiequency upconversion technique was successful in characterizing the phase 

Attenuator 

response of all attenuators to within 3 or 4' from the network analyzer measurement. Of 

course there is about 10' variation in phase due to torquing and rnoving cables during the 

meaSuTement. 

10.5.2 Amplitude Measwement 

m(mm) 

In this experiment, al1 amplitude nulling was performed at 1.95 GHz. Using the same 

attenuators, the input 16 GHz power level was vâned over a 20 dB range. Fig. 10.13 dem- 

onstrates the normalized nuliing voltage(at 1.95 GHz) versus input power level at 16 GHz. 
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Pb nt 16 GHz (dBm) 

Fig. 10.13: 16 GEu power rneanrrements usingfi.equency upconversion 

As expected the resulting cuve is Iinear which suggests adequate amplitude linearity 

in the upconversion mixers. This technique provides a maximum measuable power of 7 

dBm and minimum ranging slightly less than - 17 dBm. The dynamic range of this instru- 

ment is not as hi& as with the I/Q modulation technique due to more losses in the probe 

CUcuitry(mixer conversion 1 0 s ) .  A 20 dB dynamic range has been achieved. 

10.6 Summaty 

In this chapter, 16 GHz measurements were demonsîrated employing fiequency 

upconversion. This technique is desirable since an I/Q modulator can be accurately cali- 

brated(in amplitude and phase) at a fixed low fiequency and the LO fkequency can be 

swept to achieve any measu~ement fiequency. The only diEculty wiU be to provide ade- 

quate lower sideband rejection and amplification. The only components which would 

have to be changed would be the fiiters and amplifiers to accomodate different Fequency 
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bands. Frequency upconversion would be required to extend the EFM instrument into the 

millimeter wave arena. 
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Chapter I I :  Conclusions and Future Considerutions 

11.1 Concluding Remarks 

In this research we have demonstrated interna1 node measurement capability fkom 1 to 

16 GHz using both I/Q modulation and fiequency upcowersion. The nulling technique 

employed in this research involved rnoditjrhg parameters of an amplitude modulateci sin- 

gle tone signal. This method is similar to repetitive sampiing technique #1 mentioned 

eariler in chapter 2. Victor measurements can also be done using a fiequency modulation 

approach which is similar to repetitive sampling technique #2. In this technique the fie- 

quency of the probe signal is increased or decreased by a s m d  IF fiequency. Using a 

lockin amplifier and mod@hg the referaice phase, the entire high fiequency sinusoid can 

be reconstmcted. Unfominately this method is much more complicated to implement in 

hardware and requires M e r  research. 

This research has also demonstrated that EFM has adequate spatial resolution for 

probing most RFIC conductor geometries. The measured loading capacitance of 2 E 

makes the instnunent superior to most contact probes available on the market. 
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